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PARTIAL COMPACT QUANTUM GROUPS
KENNY DE COMMER1 AND THOMAS TIMMERMANN2
Abstract. Compact quantum groups of face type, as introduced by Hayashi, form a class of
compact quantum groupoids with a classical, finite set of objects. Using the notions of a weak
multiplier bialgebra and weak multiplier Hopf algebra (resp. due to Bo¨hm–Go´mez-Torrecillas–
Lo´pez-Centella and Van Daele–Wang), we generalize Hayashi’s definition to allow for an infinite
set of objects, and call the resulting objects partial compact quantum groups. We prove a
Tannaka-Kre˘ın-Woronowicz reconstruction result for such partial compact quantum groups
using the notion of a partial fusion C˚-category. As examples, we consider the dynamical
quantum SUp2q-groups from the point of view of partial compact quantum groups.
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Introduction
The concept of a face algebra was introduced by T. Hayashi in [16], motivated by the theory of
solvable lattice models in statistical mechanics. It was further studied in [17, 18, 21, 22, 20, 23, 19],
where for example associated ˚-structures and a canonical Tannaka duality were developed. This
canonical Tannaka duality allows one to construct a canonical face algebra from any (finite) fusion
category. For example, a face algebra can be associated to the fusion category of a quantum
group at root unity, for which no genuine quantum group implementation can be found.
In [30, 36, 37], it was shown that face algebras are particular kinds of ˆR-algebras [40] and of
weak bialgebras [7, 5, 29]. More intuitively, they can be considered as quantum groupoids with
a classical, finite object set. In this article, we want to extend Hayashi’s theory by allowing
an infinite (but still discrete) object set. This requires passing from weak bialgebras to weak
multiplier bialgebras [6]. At the same time, our structures admit a piecewise description by
what we call a partial bialgebra, which is more in the spirit of Hayashi’s original definition. In
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the presence of an antipode, an invariant integral and a compatible ˚-structure, we call our
structures partial compact quantum groups.
The passage to the infinite object case is delicate at points, and requires imposing the proper
finiteness conditions on associated structures. However, once all conditions are in place, many
of the proofs are similar in spirit to the finite object case.
Our main result is a Tannaka-Kre˘ın-Woronowicz duality result which states that partial compact
quantum groups are in one-to-one correspondence with concrete partial fusion C˚-categories. In
essence, a partial fusion C˚-category is a multifusion C˚-category [12], except that (in a slight
abuse of terminology) we allow an infinite number of irreducible objects as well as an infinite
number of summands inside the unit object. By a concrete multifusion C˚-category, we mean a
multifusion C˚-category realized inside a category of (locally finite-dimensional) bigraded Hilbert
spaces. Of course, Tannaka reconstruction is by now a standard procedure. For closely related
results most relevant to our work, we mention [48, 35, 19, 31, 15, 39, 32, 11, 27] as well as the
surveys [24] and [28, Section 2.3].
As an application, we generalize Hayashi’s Tannaka duality [19] (see also [31]) by showing that
any module C˚-category over a multifusion C˚-category has an associated canonical partial
compact quantum group. By the results of [11], such data can be produced from ergodic actions
of compact quantum groups. In particular, we consider the case of ergodic actions of SUqp2q for
q a non-zero real. This will allow us to show that the construction of [21] generalizes to produce
partial compact quantum group versions of the dynamical quantum SUp2q-groups of [14, 25], see
also [38] and references therein. This construction will immediately provide the right setting for
the operator algebraic versions of these dynamical quantum SUp2q-groups, which was the main
motivation for writing this paper. These operator algebraic details will be studied elsewhere [9].
The precise layout of the paper is as follows.
The first two sections introduce the basic theory of the structures which we will be concerned
with in this paper. In the first section, we introduce the notions of a partial bialgebra, partial
Hopf algebra and partial compact quantum group, and show how they are related to the notion
of a weak multiplier bialgebra [6], weak multiplier Hopf algebra [46, 45] and compact quantum
group of face type [17]. In the second section, we introduce the corresponding notions of a partial
tensor category and partial fusion C˚-category.
In the next two sections, our main result is proven, namely the Tannaka-Kre˘ın-Woronowicz
duality. In the third section we develop the corepresentation theory of partial Hopf algebras and
the representation theory of partial compact quantum groups, and we show that the latter allows
one to construct a concrete partial fusion C˚-category. In the fourth section, we show conversely
how any concrete partial fusion C˚-category allows one to construct a partial compact quantum
group, and we briefly show how the two constructions are inverses of each other.
In the final two sections, we provide some examples of our structures and applications of our
main result. In the fifth section, we first consider the construction of a canonical partial compact
quantum group from any partial module C˚-category for a partial fusion C˚-category. We
then introduce the notions of Morita, co-Morita and weak Morita equivalence [26] of partial
compact quantum groups, and show that two partial compact quantum groups are weakly Morita
equivalent if and only if they can be connected by a string of Morita and co-Morita equivalences.
In the sixth section, we study in more detail a concrete example of a canonical partial compact
quantum group, constructed from an ergodic action of quantum SUp2q. In particular, we obtain
a partial compact quantum group version of the dynamical quantum SUp2q-group.
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Note: we follow the physicist’s convention that inner products on Hilbert spaces are anti-linear
in their first argument.
1. Partial compact quantum groups
We generalize Hayashi’s definition of a compact quantum group of face type [17] to the case where
the commutative base algebra is no longer finite-dimensional. We will present two approaches,
based on partial bialgebras and weak multiplier bialgebras [6, 46]. The first approach is piecewise
and concrete, but requires some bookkeeping. The second approach is global but more abstract.
As we will see from the general theory and the concrete examples, both approaches have their
intrinsic value.
1.1. Partial algebras. Let I be a set. We consider I2 “ I ˆ I as the pair groupoid with ¨
denoting composition. That is, an element K “ pk, lq P I2 has source Kl “ k and target Kr “ l,
and if K “ pk, lq and L “ pl,mq we write K ¨ L “ pk,mq.
Definition 1.1. A partial algebra A “ pA ,Mq (over C) is a set I (the object set) together with
‚ for each K “ pk, lq P I2 a vector space ApKq “ A
`
k, l
˘
“ kAl (possibly the zero vector
space),
‚ for each K,L with Kr “ Ll a multiplication map
MpK,Lq : ApKq bApLq Ñ ApK ¨ Lq, ab b ÞÑ ab
and
‚ elements 1pkq “ 1k P A
`
k, k
˘
(the units),
such that the obvious associativity and unit conditions are satisfied.
By an I-partial algebra we will mean a partial algebra with object set I.
Remark 1.2. (1) It will be important to allow the local units 1k to be zero.
(2) A partial algebra is by definition the same as a small C-linear category. However, we do
not emphasize this viewpoint, as the natural notion of a morphism for partial algebras
will be contravariant on objects, see Definition 1.9.
Let A be an I-partial algebra. We define ApK ¨ Lq to be t0u when K ¨ L is ill-defined, i.e.
Kr ‰ Ll. We then let M
`
K,L
˘
be the zero map.
Definition 1.3. The total algebra A of an I-partial algebra A is the vector space
A “
à
KPI2
ApKq
endowed with the unique multiplication whose restriction to ApKqbApLq concides withMpK,Lq.
Clearly A is an associative algebra. It will in general not possess a unit, but it is a locally unital
algebra as there exist mutually orthogonal idempotents 1k with A “
ř
k,l
‘
1kA1l. An element a P A
can be interpreted as a function assigning to each element pk, lq P I2 an element akl P Apk, lq,
namely the pk, lq-th component of a. This identifies A with finitely supported I-indexed matrices
whose pk, lq-th entry lies in Apk, lq, equipped with the natural matrix multiplication.
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Remark 1.4. When A is an I-partial algebra with total algebra A, then AbA can be naturally
identified with the total algebra of an I ˆ I-partial algebra A bA , where
pAbAqppk, k1q, pl, l1qq “ Apk, lq bApk1, l1q
with the obvious tensor product multiplications and the 1k,k1 “ 1k b 1k1 as units.
Working with non-unital algebras necessitates the use of their multiplier algebra. Let us first
recall some general notions concerning non-unital algebras from [8, 43].
Definition 1.5. Let A be an algebra over C, not necessarily with unit. We call A non-degenerate
if A is faithfully represented on itself by left and right multiplication. It is called idempotent if
A2 “ A.
Definition 1.6. Let A be an algebra. A multiplier m for A consists of a couple of maps
Lm : AÑ A, a ÞÑ ma
Rm : AÑ A, a ÞÑ am
such that pamqb “ apmbq for all a, b P A.
The set of all multipliers forms an algebra under composition for the L-maps and anti-composition
for the R-maps. It is called the multiplier algebra of A, and is denoted by MpAq.
One has a natural homomorphism AÑMpAq. When A is non-degenerate, this homomorphism
is injective, and we can then identify A as a subalgebra of the (unital) algebra MpAq. We then
also have inclusions
AbA ĎMpAq bMpAq ĎMpAbAq.
Example 1.7. (1) Let I be a set, and FunfpIq the algebra of all finitely supported functions
on I. Then MpFunfpIqq “ FunpIq, the algebra of all functions on I.
(2) Let A be the total algebra of an I-partial algebra A . As A has local units, it is non-
degenerate and idempotent. Then one can identify MpAq with
MpAq “
˜ź
l
à
k
Apk, lq
¸č˜ź
k
à
l
Apk, lq
¸
Ď
ź
k,l
Apk, lq,
i.e. with the space of functions
m : I2 Ñ A, mkl P Apk, lq
which have finite support in either one of the variables when the other variable has been
fixed. The multiplication is given by the formula
pmnqkl “
ÿ
p
mkpnpl.
(3) Let mi be any collection of multipliers of A, and assume that for each a P A, mia “ 0
for almost all i, and similarly ami “ 0 for almost all i. Then one can define a multiplierř
imi in the obvious way by termwise multiplication. One says that the sum
ř
imi
converges in the strict topology.
The condition appearing in the second example above will appear time and again, so we introduce
it formally in the next definition.
Definition 1.8. We will call any general assignment pk, lq Ñ mkl into a set with a distinguished
zero element row-and column-finite (rcf) if the assignment has finite support in either one of the
variables when the other variable has been fixed.
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Let us comment on the notion of a morphism for partial algebras. We first introduce the piecewise
definition.
Definition 1.9. Let A and B be respectively I and J-partial algebras. Let
φ : I Q k ÞÑ Jk Ď J
with the Jk disjoint. A homomorphism (based on φ) from A to B consists of linear maps
rfs : Apk lq Ñ Bpr sq, a ÞÑ rfpaqs
for all r P Jk, s P Jl, satisfying
(1) (Unitality) rfp1kqs “ δrs1r for all r, s P Jk.
(2) (Local finiteness) For each k, l P I and a P Apk lq, the assigment pr, sq Ñ rfpaqs on
Jk ˆ Jl is rcf.
(3) (Multiplicativity) For all k, l,m P I, all r P Jk and all t P Jm, and all a P Apk lq and
b P Apl mq, one has
rfpabqt “
ÿ
sPJl
rfpaqs sfpbqt.
The homomorphism is called unital if J “
Ť
tJk | k P Iu.
Remark 1.10. (1) Note that the multiplicativity condition makes sense because of the local
finiteness condition.
(2) If J “
Ť
k Jk, we can interpret φ as a map
J Ñ I, r ÞÑ k ðñ r P Jk.
In the more general case, we obtain a function J Ñ I˚, where I˚ is I with an extra point
‘at infinity’ added.
The following lemma provides the global viewpoint concerning homomorphisms.
Lemma 1.11. Let A and B be respectively I- and J-partial algebras, and fix an assignment
φ : k ÞÑ Jk. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between homomorphisms A Ñ B based
on φ and homomorphisms f : AÑMpBq with fp1kq “
ř
rPJk
1r.
Proof. Straightforward, using the characterisation of the multiplier algebra provided in Remark
1.7 (2). 
1.2. Partial coalgebras. The notion of a partial algebra nicely dualizes, one of the main benefits
of the local approach. For this we consider again I2 as the pair groupoid, but now with elements
considered as column vectors, and with ˚ denoting the (vertical) composition. So K “
´
k
l
¯
has
source Ku “ k and target Kd “ l, and if K “
´
k
l
¯
and L “
´
l
m
¯
then K ˚ L “
´
k
m
¯
.
Definition 1.12. A partial coalgebra A “ pA ,∆q (over C) consists of a set I (the object set)
together with
‚ for each K “
´
k
l
¯
P I2 a vector space ApKq “ A
´
k
l
¯
“Akl ,
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‚ for each K,L with Kd “ Lu a comultiplication map
∆
´
K
L
¯
: ApK ˚ Lq Ñ ApKq bApLq, a ÞÑ ap1qK b ap2qL,
and
‚ counit maps ǫk : A
´
k
k
¯
Ñ C,
satisfying the obvious coassociativity and counitality conditions.
By I-partial coalgebra we will mean a partial coalgebra with object set I.
Notation 1.13. As the index of ǫk is determined by the element to which it is applied, there is
no harm in dropping the index k and simply writing ǫ.
Similarly, if K “
´
k
l
¯
and L “
´
l
m
¯
, we abbreviate ∆l “ ∆
´
K
L
¯
, as the other indices are
determined by the element to which ∆l is applied.
We also make again the convention that ApK ˚ Lq “ t0u and ∆
´
K
L
¯
is the zero map when
Kd ‰ Lu. Similarly ǫ is seen as the zero functional on ApKq when K “
´
k
l
¯
with k ‰ l.
1.3. Partial bialgebras. We can now superpose the notions of a partial algebra and a partial
coalgebra. Let I be a set, and let M2pIq be the set of 4-tuples of elements of I arranged as 2ˆ2-
matrices. We can endow M2pIq with two compositions, namely ¨ (viewing M2pIq as a row vector
of column vectors) and ˚ (viewing M2pIq as a column vector of row vectors). When K PM2pIq,
we will write K “
`
Kl,Kr
˘
“
´
Ku
Kd
¯
“
´
Klu Kru
Kld Krd
¯
. One can view M2pIq as a double groupoid,
and in fact as a vacant double groupoid in the sense of [1].
In the following, a vector pr, sq will sometimes be written simply as r, s (without parentheses) or
rs in an index. We also follow Notation 1.13, but the reader should be aware that the index of
∆ will now be a 1ˆ2 vector in I2 as we will work with partial coalgebras over I2.
Definition 1.14. A partial bialgebra A “ pA ,M,∆q consists of a set I (the object set) and a
collection of vector spaces ApKq for K PM2pIq such that
‚ the A
`
Kl,Kr
˘
form an I2-partial algebra,
‚ the A
´
Ku
Kd
¯
form an I2-partial coalgebra,
and for which the following compatibility relations are satisfied.
(1) (Comultiplication of Units) For all k, l, l1,m P I, one has
∆l,l1p1
´
k
m
¯
q “ δl,l11
´
k
l
¯
b 1
´
l
m
¯
.
(2) (Counit of Multiplication) For all K,L P M2pIq with Kr “ Ll and all a P ApKq and
b P ApLq,
ǫpabq “ ǫpaqǫpbq.
(3) (Non-degeneracy) For all k P I, ǫp1
´
k
k
¯
q “ 1.
(4) (Finiteness) For each K P M2pIq and each a P ApKq, the assignment pr, sq Ñ ∆rspaq is
rcf.
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(5) (Comultiplication is multiplicative) For all a P ApKq and b P ApLq with Kr “ Ll,
∆rspabq “
ÿ
t
∆rtpaq∆tspbq.
Remark 1.15. (1) By assumption (4), the sum on the right hand side in condition (5) is
in fact finite and hence well-defined.
(2) Note that the object set of the above A as a partial bialgebra is I, but the object set of
its underlying partial algebra (or coalgebra) is I2.
(3) Properties (1), (4) and (5) simply say that ∆ is a homomorphism A Ñ A bA of partial
algebras based over the assignment I2 Ñ PpI2ˆ I2q, the power set of I2ˆ I2, such that
pI2 ˆ I2qˆ
k
m
˙ “ t
ˆˆ
k
l
˙
,
ˆ
l
m
˙˙
| l P Iu.
We relate the notion of a partial bialgebra to the recently introduced notion of a weak multi-
plier bialgebra [6]. Let us first introduce the following notation, using the notion introduced in
Example 1.7 (2).
Notation 1.16. If A is an I-partial bialgebra, we write
λk “
ÿ
l
1
´
k
l
¯
, ρl “
ÿ
k
1
´
k
l
¯
PMpAq.
Remark 1.17. From Property (3) of Definition 1.14, it follows that λk ‰ 0 ‰ ρk for any k P I.
To show that the total algebra of a partial bialgebra becomes a weak multiplier bialgebra, we
will need some easy lemmas. The first one is an immediate consequence of Remark 1.15 (3) and
Lemma 1.11:
Lemma 1.18. Let A be an I-partial bialgebra. Then for each a P A, there exists a unique
multiplier ∆paq PMpAbAq such that
∆rspaq “ p1b λrq∆paqp1 b λsq
“ pρr b 1q∆paqpρs b 1q
(1.1)
for all r, s P I, all K PM2pIq and all a P ApKq.
The resulting map
∆ : AÑMpAbAq, a ÞÑ ∆paq
is a homomorphism.
We will refer to ∆ : A Ñ MpA b Aq as the total comultiplication of A . We will then also use
the suggestive Sweedler notation for this map,
∆paq “ ap1q b ap2q.
Note for example that
∆p1
´
k
m
¯
q “
ÿ
l
1
´
k
l
¯
b 1
´
l
m
¯
“
ÿ
l
λkρl b λlρm.
Lemma 1.19. The element E “
ř
k,l,m 1
´
k
l
¯
b 1
´
l
m
¯
“
ř
l ρl b λl is a well-defined idempotent
in MpAbAq, and satisfies
∆pAqpA bAq “ EpA bAq, pAbAq∆pAq “ pAbAqE.
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Proof. Clearly the sum defining E is strictly convergent, and makes E into an idempotent. It is
moreover immediate that E∆paq “ ∆paq “ ∆paqE for all a P A. Since
Ep1
´
k
l
¯
b 1
´
m
n
¯
q “ ∆p1
´
k
n
¯
qp1
´
k
l
¯
b 1
´
m
n
¯
q
by the property (1) of Definition 1.14, and analogously for multiplication with E on the right,
the lemma is proven. 
By [45, Proposition A.3], there is a unique homomorphism ∆ : MpAq ÑMpAbAq extending ∆
and such that ∆p1q “ E. Similarly the maps idb∆ and ∆b id extend to maps from MpAbAq
to MpAbAbAq.
For example, note that
∆pλkq “ pλk b 1q∆p1q, ∆pρmq “ p1b ρmq∆p1q.(1.2)
The following proposition gathers the properties of ∆, ǫ and ∆p1q which guarantee that pA,∆q
forms a weak multiplier bialgebra in the sense of [6, Definition 2.1]. We will call it the total weak
multiplier bialgebra associated to A .
Proposition 1.20. Let A be a partial bialgebra with total algebra A, total comultiplication ∆
and counit ǫ. Then the following properties are satisfied.
(1) Coassociativity: p∆b idq∆ “ pidb∆q∆ (as maps MpAq ÑMpAb3q).
(2) Counitality: pǫ b idqp∆paqp1 b bqq “ ab “ pidbǫqppab 1q∆pbqq for all a, b P A.
(3) Weak Comultiplicativity of the Unit:
p∆p1q b 1qp1b∆p1qq “ p∆b idq∆p1q “ pidb∆q∆p1q “ p1b∆p1qqp∆p1q b 1q.
(4) Weak Multiplicativity of the Counit: For all a, b, c P A, one has
pǫb idqp∆paqpb b cqq “ pǫb idqpp1b aq∆p1qpb b cqq
and
pǫb idqppab bq∆pcqq “ pǫb idqppab bq∆p1qp1 b cqq.
(5) Strong multiplier property: For all a, b P A, one has
∆pAqp1 bAq Y pAb 1q∆pAq Ď AbA.
Proof. Most of these properties follow immediately from the definition of a partial bialgebra. For
demonstrational purposes, let us check the first identity of property (4). Let us choose a P ApKq,
b P ApLq and c P ApMq. Then
∆paqpb b cq “ δKru,LluδMlu,Lld
ÿ
r
∆r,Lldpaqpb b cq.
Applying pǫb idq to both sides, we obtain by Proposition (2) of Definition 1.14 and counitality
of ǫ that
pǫb idqp∆paqpb b cqq “ δKru,Llu,Lld,Mluǫpbqac.
On the other hand,
p1b aq∆p1qpb b cq “
ÿ
r,s,t
1
´
r
s
¯
bb a1
´
s
t
¯
c
“ δLld,Kru,Mlubb ac.
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Applying pǫb idq, we find
pǫ b idqpp1 b aq∆p1qpb b cqq “ δLld,Kru,MluδLlu,LldδLru,Lrdǫpbqac
“ δLld,Llu,Kru,Mluǫpbqac,
which agrees with the expression above. 
Remark 1.21. Since also the expressions ∆paqpb b 1q and p1 b aq∆pbq are in A b A for all
a, b P A, we see that pA,∆q is in fact a regular weak multiplier bialgebra [6, Definition 2.3].
Recall from [6, Section 3] that a regular weak multiplier bialgebra admits four projections AÑ
MpAq, given by
Π¯Lpaq “ pǫb idqppab 1q∆p1qq, Π¯Rpaq “ pidbǫqp∆p1qp1 b aqq,
ΠLpaq “ pǫb idqp∆p1qpab 1qq, ΠRpaq “ pidbǫqpp1b aq∆p1qq,
where the right hand side expressions are interpreted as multipliers in the obvious way. The
relation ∆p1q “
ř
p ρp b λp and condition (3) in Definition 1.14 imply
Π¯LpAq “ spantλp : p P Iu “ Π
LpAq, Π¯RpAq “ spantρp : p P Iu “ Π
RpAq.
The base algebra of pA,∆q is therefore just the algebra FunfpIq of finitely supported functions on
I, and the comultiplication of A is (left and right) full (meaning roughly that the legs of ∆pAq
span A) by [6, Theorem 3.13].
The maps ΠL and ΠR can also be written in the form
ΠLpaq “
ÿ
p
ǫpλpaqλp, Π
Rpaq “
ÿ
p
ǫpaρpqρp(1.3)
because ǫpλkρmaλlρnq “ 0 if pk, lq ‰ pm,nq. These relations and (1.1), (1.2) imply
pΠL b idqp∆paqq “
ÿ
p
λp b λpa, pidbΠ
Lqp∆paqq “
ÿ
p
ρpab λp,(1.4)
pΠR b idqp∆paqq “
ÿ
p
ρp b aλp, pidbΠ
Rqp∆paqq “
ÿ
p
aρp b ρp.(1.5)
Let us now show a converse. If pA,∆q is a regular weak multiplier bialgebra, let us write
AL “ ΠLpAq “ Π¯LpAq Ď MpAq and AR “ ΠRpAq “ Π¯RpAq Ď MpAq for the base algebras,
where the identities follow from [6, Theorem 3.13]. Then if moreover pA,∆q is left and right full,
we have that AL is (canonically) anti-isomorphic to AR by the map
σ : AL Ñ AR, Π¯Lpaq Ñ ΠRpaq, a P A,
by [6, Lemma 4.8]. We then simply refer to AL as the base algebra.
Remark 1.22. We could also have used the map σ¯pΠLpaqq “ Π¯Rpaq to identify AL and AR. As
it turns out, σ¯´1σ is the (unique) Nakayama automorphism for some functional ε on AL, cf. [6,
Proposition 4.9]. Hence if AL is commutative, it follows that σ “ σ¯.
Proposition 1.23. Let pA,∆q be a left and right full regular weak multiplier bialgebra whose
base algebra is isomorphic to FunfpIq for some set I, and such that moreover A
LAR Ď A. Then
pA,∆q is the total weak multiplier bialgebra of a uniquely determined partial bialgebra A over I.
Remark 1.24. The condition ALAR Ď A is of course essential, as we want A to behave locally
as a bialgebra, not a multiplier bialgebra. Indeed, in case AL “ C, the condition simply says
that A is unital. In general, it should be considered as a properness condition.
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Proof. Let us write the standard generators (Dirac functions) of AL as λk for k P I, and write
σpλkq “ ρk P A
R. By assumption, 1
´
k
l
¯
“ λkρl P A. Further A “ AA
R “ AAL “ ALA “ ARA,
cf. the proof of [6, Theorem 3.13]. Hence the 1
´
k
l
¯
make A into the total algebra of an IˆI-partial
algebra, as AL and AR pointwise commute by [6, Lemma 3.5].
Define
∆rspaq “ pρr b λrq∆paqpρs b λsq.
From [6, Lemma 3.3], it follows that ∆rs is a map from A
k l
m n to A
k l
r s b A
r s
m n. That same lemma,
together with the coassociativity of ∆, show that the ∆rs form a coassociative family.
Now by [6, Lemma 3.9], we have pρk b 1q∆paq “ p1 b λkq∆paq for all a. By that same lemma
and Remark 1.22, we have as well ∆paqpρk b 1q “ ∆paqp1 b λkq. Hence we may as well write
∆rspaq “ pρr b 1q∆paqpρs b 1q
“ p1 b λrq∆paqp1 b λsq
It is now straightforward that the counit map of pA,∆q also provides a counit for the ∆rs, hence
the Ak lm n also form a partial coalgebra.
As ∆paqp1bλsq and p1bλrq∆paq are already in AbA, it is also clear that ∆rspaq is rcf for each
a. The multiplicativity of the ∆rs is then immediate from the multiplicativity of ∆.
To show that ∆ll1p1
´
k
m
¯
q “ δl,l11
´
k
l
¯
b 1
´
l
m
¯
, it suffices to show that ∆p1q “
ř
k ρk b λk. Now
as ∆p1qpAbAq “ ∆pAqpAbAq, and as clearly ∆paq “
ř
r,s∆rspaq in the strict topology for all
a P A, it follows that
∆p1q “
˜ÿ
k
ρk b λk
¸
∆p1q.
Similarly, ∆p1q “ ∆p1q p
ř
k ρk b λkq. On the other hand, by [6, Lemma 4.10] it follows that we
can then write
∆p1q “
ÿ
kPI1
ρk b λk
for some subset I 1 Ď I. As by definition Π¯LpAq “ FunfpIq, we deduce that I “ I
1.
For a P Ak lp q and b P A
l m
q r , we then have ǫpabq “ ǫpa1
´
l
q
¯
bq “ ǫpaqǫpbq by [6, Proposition 2.6.(4)],
which shows the partial multiplicativity of ǫ.
Finally, assume that k was such that ǫp1
´
k
k
¯
q “ 0. Then by the partial multiplication law, ǫ is
zero on all Ak lk l. Applying ∆kl to A
k l
m n and using the counit property on the first leg, it follows that
Ak lm n “ 0 for all l,m, n. In particular, 1
´
k
m
¯
“ 0 for all m. But this entails λk “ 0, a contradiction.
Hence ǫp1
´
k
k
¯
q ‰ 0. From the partial multiplication law, it follows that ǫp1
´
k
k
¯
q2 “ ǫp1
´
k
k
¯
q,
hence ǫp1
´
k
k
¯
q “ 1.
This concludes the proof that pA,∆q determines a partial bialgebra A . It is immediate that
pA,∆q is in fact the total weak multiplier bialgebra of A . 
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1.4. Partial Hopf algebras. We now formulate the notion of a partial Hopf algebra, whose
total form will correspond to a weak multiplier Hopf algebra [6, 45, 46]. We will mainly refer to
[6] for uniformity.
Let us write ˝ for the inverse of ¨, and ‚ for the inverse of ˚, soˆ
k l
m n
˙˝
“
ˆ
l k
n m
˙
,
ˆ
k l
m n
˙‚
“
ˆ
m n
k l
˙
,
ˆ
k l
m n
˙˝‚
“
ˆ
n m
l k
˙
.
The notation ˝ (resp. ‚) will also be used for row vectors (resp. column vectors).
Definition 1.25. An antipode for an I-partial bialgebra A consists of linear maps
S : ApKq Ñ ApK˝‚q
such that the following property holds: for all M,P PM2pIq and all a P ApMq,ÿ
K˚L“M
K¨L˝‚“P
ap1qKSpap2qLq “ δPl,Pr ǫpaq1pPlq,(1.6)
ÿ
K˚L“M
K˝‚¨L“P
Spap1qKqap2qL “ δPl,Pr ǫpaq1pPrq.(1.7)
A partial bialgebra A is called a partial Hopf algebra if it admits an antipode.
Remark 1.26. Note that condition (4) of Definition 1.14 again guarantees that the above sums
are in fact finite.
If S is an antipode for a partial bialgebra, we can extend S to a linear map
S : AÑ A
on the total algebra A. Conditions (1.6) and (1.7) then take the following simple form:
Lemma 1.27. A family of maps S : ApKq Ñ ApK˝‚q satisfies (1.6) and (1.7) if and only if the
total map S : AÑ A satisfies
ap1qSpap2qq “ Π
Lpaq, Spap1qqap2q “ Π
Rpaq(1.8)
for all a P A.
Note that these should be considered a priori as equalities of left (resp. right) multipliers on A.
Proof. For M,P P M2pIq and a P ApMq, the left and the right hand side of (1.6) are the
P -homogeneous components of ap1qSpap2qq and Π
Lpaq “
ř
p ǫpλpaqλp, respectively. 
Lemma 1.28. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with antipode S. For all k, l P I, Sp1
´
k
l
¯
q “ 1
´
l
k
¯
.
Proof. For example the first identity in Equation (1.8) of Lemma 1.27 applied to 1
´
k
k
¯
givesÿ
l
Sp1
´
l
k
¯
q “
ÿ
l
1
´
k
l
¯
Sp1
´
l
k
¯
q “ λk,
as Sp1
´
l
k
¯
q P Ak kl l and Π
Lp1
´
k
k
¯
q “ λk. This implies the lemma. 
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Remark 1.29. Let A be an I-partial Hopf algebra. Then the relation on I defined by
k „ l ô 1
´
k
l
¯
‰ 0
is an equivalence relation. Indeed, it is reflexive and transitive by assumptions (3) and (1) in
Definition 1.14, and symmetric by the preceding result. We call the set I of equivalence classes
the hyperobject set of A .
The existence of an antipode is closely related to partial invertibility of the maps T1, T2 : AbAÑ
AbA given by
T1pab bq “ ∆paqp1 b bq, T2pab bq “ pab 1q∆pbq.(1.9)
The precise formulation involves the linear maps Ei, Gi : AbAÑ AbA given by
G1pab bq “
ÿ
p
aρp b ρpb, E1pab bq “ ∆p1qpab bq “
ÿ
p
ρpab λpb,(1.10)
G2pab bq “
ÿ
p
aλp b λpb, E2pab bq “ pab bq∆p1q “
ÿ
p
aρp b bλp.(1.11)
Proposition 1.30. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with total algebra A, total comultiplication
∆ and antipode S. Then the maps R1, R2 : AbAÑMpAbAq given by
R1pab bq “ ap1q b Spap2qqb, R2pab bq “ aSpbp1qq b bp2q
take values in AbA and satisfy for i “ 1, 2 the relations
TiRi “ Ei, RiTi “ Gi, TiRiTi “ Ti, RiTiRi “ Ri.(1.12)
Proof. The map R1 takes values in AbA because
ap1q b Spap2qqλkρl “ ap1q b Spρlλkap2qq P AbA
for all a P A, and Lemma 1.27, Equation (1.4) and Lemma 1.28 imply
T1R1pab bq “ ap1q b ap2qSpap3qqb “ ap1q bΠ
Lpap2qqb “
ÿ
p
ρpab λpb,
R1T1pab bq “ ap1q b Spap2qqap3qb “ ap1q bΠ
Rpap2qqb “
ÿ
p
aρp b ρpb.
The relations T1R1T1 “ T1 and R1T1R1 “ R1 follow easily from (1.1) and (1.2). The assertions
concerning R2 and T2 follow similarly. 
Theorem 1.31. Let A be a partial bialgebra with total algebra A, total comultiplication ∆ and
counit ǫ. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is a partial Hopf algebra.
(2) There exist linear maps R1, R2 : AbAÑ AbA satisfying (1.12).
(3) pA,∆, ǫq is a weak multiplier Hopf algebra in the sense of [46].
If these conditions hold, then the total antipode of A coincides with the antipode of pA,∆, ǫq.
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Proof. (1) implies (2) by Proposition 1.30. (2) is equivalent to (3) by Definition 1.14 in [46].
Indeed, the maps G1, G2 defined in (1.10) and (1.11) satisfy
G1pap1q b bq b ap2qc “
ÿ
p
ap1q b ρpbb ap2qλpc,
acp1q bG2pb b cp2qq “
ÿ
p
aρpcp1q b bλp b cp2q
and therefore coincide with the maps introduced in Proposition 1.14 in [46]. Finally, assume
(3). Then Lemma 6.14 and equation (6.14) in [6] imply that the antipode S of pA,∆q satisfies
SpApKqq Ď ApK˝‚q and relation (1.8). Now, Lemma 1.27 implies (1). 
From [46, Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.7] or [6, Theorem 6.12 and Corollary 6.16], we can
conclude that the antipode of a partial Hopf algebra reverses the multiplication and comultipli-
cation. Denote by ∆op the composition of ∆ with the flip map.
Corollary 1.32. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra. Then the total antipode S : AÑ A is uniquely
determined and satisfies Spabq “ SpbqSpaq and ∆pSpaqq “ pS b Sq∆oppaq for all a, b P A.
Proof. Uniqueness of the antipode follows from the identities (1.8), see also [46, Remark 2.8.(ii)].

We will need the following relation between ǫ and S at some point.
Lemma 1.33. Let pA ,∆q be a partial Hopf algebra. Then ǫ ˝ S “ ǫ on each Ak lm n.
Proof. Using the notation in Proposition 1.30 and the discussion preceding it, we have that
T1 :
ÿ
p
pAρp b ρpAq Ñ ∆p1qpA bAq
is a bijection with R1 as inverse. As one easily verifies that pidbǫqT1 “ idbǫ by the partial
multiplicativity and counit property of ǫ, it follows that also pidbǫqR1 “ idbǫ on ∆p1qpAbAq.
Applying both sides to ab 1
´
k
k
¯
with a P Ak lk l, we find
pidbpǫ ˝ Sqq∆klpaq “ a.
Applying ǫ to this identity, we find ǫ ˝ S “ ǫ on each Ak lk l, and hence on all A
k l
m n. 
In practice, it is convenient to have an invertible antipode around. Although the invertibility
often comes for free in case extra structure is around, we will mostly just impose it to make life
easier. The following definition follows the terminology of [43].
Definition 1.34. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra. We call A a regular partial Hopf algebra if
the antipode maps on A are invertible.
From the uniqueness of the antipode, it follows immediately that S´1 is then an antipode for
pA ,∆opq. Conversely, if both pA ,∆q and pA ,∆opq have antipodes, then pA ,∆q is a regular
partial Hopf algebra.
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1.5. Invariant integrals.
Definition 1.35. Let A be an I-partial bialgebra. We call a family of functionals
φ
´
k
m
¯
: A
´
k k
m m
¯
Ñ C(1.13)
a left invariant integral if φ
´
k
k
¯
p1
´
k
k
¯
q “ 1 for all k P I and
pidbφ
´
l
m
¯
qp∆llpaqq “ δk,pφ
´
k
m
¯
paq1
´
k
l
¯
(1.14)
for all k, l,m, p P I, a P A
´
k p
m m
¯
.
We call them a right invariant integral if instead one has
pφ
´
k
l
¯
b idqp∆llpaqq “ δm,pφ
´
k
m
¯
paq1
´
l
m
¯
(1.15)
for all k, l,m, p P I, a P A
´
k k
m p
¯
.
A left integral which is at the same time a right invariant integral will simply be called an
invariant integral.
As before, we can extend a (left or right) invariant integral to a functional φ on A by linearity
and by putting φ “ 0 on Ak lm n if k ‰ l or m ‰ n. The total form of the invariance conditions
(1.14) reads as follows.
Lemma 1.36. A family of functionals as in (1.13) is left invariant if and only if for all a, b P A,
pidbφqppb b 1q∆paqq “
ÿ
k
φpλkaqbλk.
It defines a right invariant functional if and only if
pφ b idqp∆paqp1 b bqq “
ÿ
n
φpρnaqρnb.
Proof. Straightforward. 
We have the following form of strong invariance.
Lemma 1.37. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with left invariant integral φ. Then for all a P A,
S ppidbφqp∆pbqp1 b aqqq “ pidbφqpp1 b bq∆paqq.
Similarly, if A is a partial Hopf algebra with right invariant integral φ, then
S ppφb idqppa b 1q∆pbqqq “ pφb idqp∆paqpb b 1qq.
Proof. The counit property, the relations (1.1) and (1.8) and Lemma 1.36 imply
ap1qφpbap2qq “
ÿ
n
ap1qφpǫpbp1qρnqbp2qλnap2qq
“
ÿ
n
ǫpbp1qρnqρnap1qφpbp2qap2qq
“ Spbp1qqbp2qap1qφpbp3qap2qq “ Spbp1qqφpbp2qaq
for all a, b P A. The second equation follows similarly. 
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Lemma 1.38. Assume that A is a regular I-partial Hopf algebra which admits a left invariant
integral φ. Then the following hold.
(1) φp1
´
k
m
¯
q “ 1 for all k,m P I with 1
´
k
m
¯
‰ 0.
(2) φ is uniquely determined.
(3) φ “ φS.
(4) φ is invariant.
Proof. To see (1), take a “ 1
´
k
k
¯
in (1.14).
Now by Corollary 1.32, we have that φS is right invariant. But assume that ψ is any right
invariant integral. Then for all k, l,m P I, a P A
´
k k
m m
¯
,
φ
´
k
m
¯
paq “ pψ
´
k
k
¯
b φ
´
k
m
¯
qp∆kkpaqq “ ψ
´
k
m
¯
paqφ
´
k
m
¯
p1
´
k
m
¯
q “ ψ
´
k
m
¯
paq.
This proves (2), (3) and (4). 
We will need the following lemma at some point, cf. [44, Proposition 3.4].
Lemma 1.39. Let A be a regular partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral φ. Then φ is
faithful in the following sense: if a P A and φpabq “ 0 (resp. φpbaq “ 0) for all b P A, then a “ 0.
Proof. Suppose a P A and φpbaq “ 0 for all b P A. By the support condition of φ, we may
suppose a is homogeneous, a P Ak lm n.
We will first show that necessarily ǫpaq “ 0, for which we may already assume k “ m and l “ n.
Indeed, the condition on a implies also pidbφqp∆lkpbqp1 b aqq “ 0 for all b P A
s r
l k. Applying the
strong invariance identity, we deduce
(1.16) pidbφqpp1b bq∆rspaqq “ 0, @b P A
s r
l k.
Writing ∆rspaq “
ř
i pi b qi with the pi linearly independent, we deduce φpbqiq “ 0 for all i and
b, and so also
ř
i φpSppiqqiq “ 0. Hence 0 “
ř
r φpSpa
p1q
ˆ
k l
r l
˙qa
p2q
ˆ
r l
k l
˙q “ φpǫpaq1´ll¯q “ ǫpaq.
Note now that from (1.16), it follows that for any functional ω on Ak lm n, also a
1 “ pωb idq∆mnpaq
satisfies φpba1q “ 0 for all b P A. Hence, by what we have just shown, ǫpa1q “ 0, i.e. ωpaq “ 0.
As ω was arbitrary, we deduce a “ 0.
The other case follows similarly, or by considering the opposite comultiplication. 
1.6. Partial compact quantum groups. Our main objects of interest are partial Hopf algebras
with involutions and invariant integrals.
Definition 1.40. A partial ˚-algebra A is a partial algebra whose total algebra A is equipped
with an antilinear, antimultiplicative involution ˚ : AÑ A, a ÞÑ a˚, such that the 1k are selfad-
joint for all k in the object set.
One can of course give an alternative definition directly in terms of the partial algebra struc-
ture by requiring that we are given antilinear maps Apk, lq Ñ Apl, kq satisfying the obvious
antimultiplicativity and involution properties.
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Definition 1.41. A partial ˚-bialgebra A is a partial bialgebra whose underlying partial algebra
has been endowed with a partial ˚-algebra structure such that ∆rspaq
˚ “ ∆srpa
˚q for all a P Ak lm n.
A partial Hopf ˚-algebra is a partial bialgebra which is at the same time a partial ˚-bialgebra
and a partial Hopf algebra.
Thus, a partial bialgebra is a partial ˚-bialgebra if and only if the underlying weak multiplier
bialgebra is a weak multiplier ˚-bialgebra.
From Theorem 1.31 and [6], [46], we can deduce:
Corollary 1.42. An I-partial ˚-bialgebra A is an I-partial Hopf ˚-algebra if and only if the
weak multiplier ˚-bialgebra pA,∆q is a weak multiplier Hopf ˚-algebra. In that case, the counit
and antipode satisfy ǫpa˚q “ ǫpaq and SpSpaq˚q˚ “ a for all a P A. In particular, the total
antipode is bijective.
Proof. The if and only if part follows immediately from Theorem 1.31, the relation for the
counit from uniqueness of the counit [6, Theorem 2.8], and the relation for the antipode from
[46, Proposition 4.11]. 
We are finally ready to formulate our main definition.
Definition 1.43. A partial compact quantum group G is a partial Hopf ˚-algebra A “ P pG q
with an invariant integral φ that is positive in the sense that φpa˚aq ě 0 for all a P A. We also
say that G is the partial compact quantum group defined by A .
Remark 1.44. It will follow from our Proposition 3.27 and [17, Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.4]
that for I finite, a partial compact quantum group is precisely a compact quantum group of face
type [17, Definition 4.1]. However, we feel that terminology could be misleading if the object
set is not finite. When referring to partial compact quantum groups, we feel that it is better
reflected that only the parts of this object are to be considered compact, not the total object.
2. Partial tensor categories
The notion of a partial algebra has a nice categorification. Recall first that the appropriate
(vertical) categorification of a unital C-algebra is a C-linear additive tensor category. From now
on, by ‘category’ we will by default mean a C-linear additive category.
Definition 2.1. A partial tensor category C over a set I consists of
‚ a collection of (small) categories Cαβ with α, β P I ,
‚ C-bilinear functors
b : Cαβ ˆ Cβγ Ñ Cαγ ,
‚ natural isomorphisms
aX,Y,Z : pX b Y q b Z Ñ X b pY b Zq, X P Cαβ , Y P Cβγ , Z P Cγδ,
‚ non-zero objects 1α P Cαα,
‚ natural isomorphisms
λ
pαq
X : 1α bX Ñ X, ρ
pβq
X : X b 1β Ñ X, X P Cαβ,
satisfying the obvious associativity and unit constraints.
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Remark 2.2. In true analogy with the partial algebra case, we could let the 1α also be zero
objects, but this generalisation will not be needed in the following.
The corresponding total notion is as follows.
Definition 2.3. A tensor category with local units (indexed by I ) consists of
‚ a (small) category C,
‚ a C-bilinear functor b : C ˆ C Ñ C with compatible associativity constraint a,
‚ a collection t1αuαPI of objects such that
(1) 1α b 1β – 0 for each α ‰ β, and
(2) for each object X , 1α bX – 0 – X b 1α for all but a finite set of α,
‚ natural isomorphisms λX : ‘αp1α bXq Ñ X and ρX : ‘αpX b 1αq Ñ X satisfying the
obvious unit conditions.
Note that the condition 2.3 makes sense because of the local support condition in 2.3.
Remark 2.4. (1) There is no problem in modifying Mac Lane’s coherence theorem, and we
will henceforth assume that our partial tensor categories and tensor categories with local
units are strict, just to lighten notation.
(2) One can also see the global tensor category C as an inductive limit of (unital) tensor
categories.
Notation 2.5. If pC,b, t1αuq is a tensor category with local units, and X P C, we define
Xαβ “ 1α bX b 1β ,
and we denote by
ηαβ : Xαβ Ñ ‘γ,δ p1γ bX b 1δq – X
the natural inclusion maps.
Lemma 2.6. Up to equivalence, there is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between partial
tensor categories and tensor categories with local units.
The reader can easily cook up the definition of equivalence referred to in this lemma.
Proof. Let pC,b, t1αuαPI q be a tensor category with local units indexed by I . Then the Cαβ “
tX P C | Xαβ –
ηαβ
Xu, seen as full subcategories of C, form a partial tensor category upon
restriction of b.
Conversely, let C be a partial tensor category. Then we let C be the category formed by formal
finite direct sums ‘Xαβ with Xαβ P Cαβ , and with
Morp‘Xαβ ,‘Yαβq :“ ‘αβMorpXαβ , Yαβq.
The tensor product can be extended to C by puttingXαβbXγδ “ 0 when β ‰ γ. The associativity
constraints can then be summed to an associativity constraint for C. It is evident that the 1α
provide local units for C. 
Remark 2.7. Another global viewpoint is to see the collection of Cαβ as a 2-category with 0-cells
indexed by the set I , the objects of the Cαβ as 1-cells, and the morphisms of the Cαβ as 2-cells.
As for partial algebras vs. linear categories, we will not emphasize this way of looking at our
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structures, as this viewpoint is not compatible with the notion of a monoidal functor between
partial tensor categories.
Continuing the analogy with the algebra case, we define the enveloping multiplier tensor category
of a tensor category with local units.
Definition 2.8. Let C be a partial tensor category over I with total tensor category C. The
multiplier tensor category MpCq of C is defined to be the category consisting of formal sums
‘α,βPIXαβ which are rcf, and with
Morp‘Xαβ,‘Yαβq “
˜ź
β
à
α
MorpXαβ , Yαβq
¸
X
˜ź
α
à
β
MorpXαβ , Yαβq
¸
,
the composition of morphisms being entry-wise (‘Hadamard product’).
Remark 2.9. Because of the rcf condition on objects, we could in fact have written simply
Morp‘Xαβ ,‘Yαβq “
ś
αβ MorpXαβ , Yαβq.
The tensor product of C can be extended to MpCq by putting
p‘Xαβq b p‘Yαβq “ ‘α,β,γ pXαβ b Yβγq ,
and similarly for morphism spaces. This makes sense because of the rcf condition of the objects
of MpCq. The associativity constraints of the Cαβ can be summed to an associativity constraint
for MpCq, while 1 :“ ‘αPI1α becomes a unit for MpCq, rendering MpCq into an ordinary tensor
category (with unit object).
Remark 2.10. With some effort, a more intrinsic construction of the multiplier tensor category
can be given in terms of couples of endofunctors, in the same vein as the construction of the
multiplier algebra of a non-unital algebra.
Example 2.11. Let I be a set. We can consider the partial tensor category C “ tVectfdui,jPI
where each Cij is a copy of the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces Vectfd, and with each
b the ordinary tensor product. The total category C can then be identified with the category
VectI If of finite-dimensional bi-graded vector spaces with the ‘balanced’ tensor product over I.
More precisely, the tensor product of V and W is V b
I
W with components
pk V b
I
W qm “ ‘l p Vk l b Wl mq Ď V bW.
The multiplier categoryMp VectI If q equals Vect
I I
rcfd, the category of bigraded vector spaces which
are rcfd (i.e. finite-dimensional on each row and column).
We now formulate the appropriate notion of a functor between partial tensor categories. Let us
first give an auxiliary definition.
Definition 2.12. Let C be a partial tensor category overI . If J Ď I , we call D “ tCαβuα,βPJ
a restriction of C .
Definition 2.13. Let C and D be partial tensor categories over respective sets I and J , and
let
φ : J Ñ I , k ÞÑ k1
determine a decomposition J “ tJα | α P I u with k P Jα ðñ φpkq “ α.
A unital morphism from C to D (based on φ) consists of C-linear functors
Fkl : Ck1l1 Ñ Dkl, X ÞÑ FklpXq “ F pXqk l
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natural monomorphisms
ι
pklmq
X,Y : kF pXql b lF pY qm ãÑ kF pX b Y qm, X P Ck1l1 , Y P Dl1m1 ,
and isomorphisms
µk : 1k – kF p1k1 qk
satisfying the following conditions.
(1) (Unitality) kF p1αql “ 0 if k ‰ l in Jα.
(2) (Local finiteness) For each α, β P I and X P Cαβ , the application pk, lq ÞÑ kF pXql is rcf
on Jα ˆJβ .
(3) (Multiplicativity) For all X P Ck1β and Y P Cβm1 , one hasà
lPJβ
ι
pklmq
X,Y :
˜ à
lPJβ
kF pXql b lF pY qm
¸
– kF pX b Y qm.
(4) (Coherence) The ιpklmq satisfy the 2-cocycle condition making
FklpXq b FlmpY q b FmnpZq
idbι
plmnq
Y,Z
//
ι
pklmq
X,Y
bid

FklpXq b FlnpY b Zq
ι
pklnq
X,YbZ

FkmpX b Y q b FmnpZq
ι
pkmnq
XbY,Z
// FknpX b Y b Zq
commute for all X P Ck1l1 , Y P Cl1m1 , Z P Cm1n1 , and the µk satisfy the commutation
relations
kF pXql b 1l
idbµl
//
kF pXql b lF p1l1ql
ι
pkllq
X,1
l1

kF pXql kF pX b 1l1ql
1k b kF pXql
µkbid
//
kF p1k1qk b kF pXql
ι
pkklq
1
k1
,X

kF pXql kF p1k1 bXql
A morphism from C to D is a unital morphism from C to a restriction of D .
The corresponding global notion (of a unital morphism) is as follows.
Lemma 2.14. Let C and D be partial tensor categories over respective sets I and J . Fix an
application
φ : J Ñ I
inducing a disjoint decomposition tJα | α P I u. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence
between unital morphisms C Ñ D based on φ and functors F : C ÑMpDq with isomorphisms
ιX,Y : F pXq b F pY q – F pX b Y q, µα : ‘kPJα1k – F p1αq
satisfying the natural coherence conditions.
Remark 2.15. If Jα “ H, the global functor F sends 1α to the zero object in MpDq.
The reader has already furnished for himself the notion of equivalence of partial tensor categories.
There is a closely related but weaker notion of equivalence corresponding to chopping up a partial
tensor category into smaller pieces (or, vice versa, gluing certain blocks of a partial tensor category
together). Let us formalize this in the following definition.
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Definition 2.16. Let C and D be partial tensor categories. We say D is a partitioning of C
(or C a globalisation of D) if there exists a unital morphism C Ñ D inducing an equivalence of
categories C Ñ D.
The partial tensor categories that we will be interested in will be required to have some further
structure.
Definition 2.17. A partial tensor category C is called semi-simple if all Cαβ are semi-simple.
A partial tensor category is said to have indecomposable units if all units 1α are indecomposable.
It is easy to see that any semi-simple partial tensor category can be partitioned into a semi-
simple partial tensor category with indecomposable units. Hence we will from now on only
consider semi-simple partial tensor categories with indecomposable units.
The following definition introduces the notion of duality for partial tensor categories.
Definition 2.18. Let C be a partial tensor category.
An object X P Cαβ is said to admit a left dual if there exists an object Y “ Xˆ P Cβα and
morphisms evX : Y bX Ñ 1β and coevX : 1α Ñ X b Y satisfying the obvious snake identities.
We say C admits left duality if each object of each Cαβ has a left dual.
Similarly, one defines right duality X Ñ Xˇ and (two-sided) duality X Ñ X¯ . As for tensor
categories with unit, if X admits a (left or right) dual, it is unique up to isomorphism.
Lemma 2.19. (1) Let C be a partial tensor category. If X has left dual Xˆ, then X is a
right dual to Xˆ.
(2) Let F be a morphism C Ñ D based over φ : J Ñ I . If X P Ck1l1 has a left dual Xˆ,
then FlkpXˆq is a left dual to FklpXq.
Proof. We can consider the restriction C 1 of C to any two-element subset I 1 of I , and the
first property then follows from the usual argument inside the global (unital) tensor category
C 1. For the second property, consider also the associated restriction D 1 to φ´1pI q. We can then
again apply the usual arguments to the associated global category C1 and global unital morphism
F : C1 ÑMpD1q to see that F pXˆq –{F pXq. Using that local units are evidently self-dual and that
duality behaves anti-multiplicatively w.r.t. tensor products, we can cut down with unit objects
on both sides to obtain the statement in the lemma. 
A final ingredient which will be needed is an analytic structure on our partial tensor categories.
Definition 2.20. A partial fusion C˚-category is a partial tensor category pC,bq with duality
such that all Cαβ are semi-simple C
˚-categories, all functors b are ˚-functors (in the sense that
pf b gq˚ “ f˚ b g˚ for morphisms), and the associativity and unit constraints are unitary.
Remark 2.21. (1) If C is a partial tensor C˚-category, the total category C only has pre-
C˚-algebras as endomorphism spaces, as the morphisms spaces need not be closed in the
C˚-norm. On the other hand, MpCq only has ˚-algebras as endomorphism spaces, since
we did not restrict our direct products.
(2) The notion of duality for a partial tensor C˚-category is the same as in the absence of
a C˚-structure. However, because of the presence of the ˚-structure, any left dual is
automatically a two-sided dual, and the dual object of X is then simply denoted by X .
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(3) We slightly abuse the terminology ‘fusion’, as strictly speaking this would require there
to be only a finite set of mutually non-equivalent irreducible objects in each Cαβ .
(4) In the same vein, the total C˚-category with local units associated to a partial fusion
C˚-category could be called a multiplier fusion C˚-category.
Example 2.22. Let I be a set. Then we can consider the partial fusion C˚-category C “
tHilbfduIˆI of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, with all b the ordinary tensor product. The
associated global category is the category HilbI If of finite-dimensional bi-graded Hilbert spaces.
The dual of a Hilbert space H P Ckl is just the ordinary dual Hilbert space H
˚ – H, but
considered in the category Clk.
The notion of a morphism for partial semi-simple tensor C˚-categories has to be adapted in the
following way.
Definition 2.23. Let C and D be partial fusion C˚-categories over respective sets I and J ,
and let φ : J Ñ I . A morphism from C to D (based on φ) is a φ-based morphism pF, ι, µq
from C to D as partial tensor categories, with the added requirement that all Fkl are ˚-functors
and all ι- and µ-maps are isometric.
Remark 2.24. If a morphism of partial fusion C˚-categories is based over a surjective map
ϕ : J Ñ I , then it is automatically faithful. Indeed, by semi-simplicity a non-faithful morphism
would send some irreducible object to zero. However, by the duality assumption this would mean
that some irreducible unit is sent to zero, which is excluded by surjectivity of ϕ and the definition
of morphism.
3. Representations of partial compact quantum groups
In this section, the representation theory of partial compact quantum groups is investigated.
3.1. Corepresentations of partial bialgebras. Let A be an I-partial bialgebra. We will now
write its homogeneous components in the form ApKq “ A
´
k l
m n
¯
Ak lm n.
We denote by HomCpV,W q the vector space of linear maps between two vector spaces V and W .
Let I be a set. As in Example 2.11, an I2-graded vector space V “
À
k,lPI Vk l will be called
row-and column finite-dimensional (rcfd) if the ‘lVkl (resp. ‘kVkl) are finite-dimensional for
each k (resp. l) fixed, and VectI Ircfd denotes the category whose objects are rcfd I
2-graded vector
spaces. Morphisms are linear maps T that preserve the grading and therefore can be written
T “
ś
k,lPI Tk l.
Definition 3.1. Let A be an I-partial bialgebra and let V “
À
k,l Vk l be an rcfd I
2-graded
vector space. A corepresentation X “ p Xk lm nqk,l,m,n of A on V is a family of elements
Xk lm n P A
k l
m n bHomCp Vm n, Vk lq(3.1)
satisfying
p∆pq b idqp X
k l
m nq “
´
Xk lp q
¯
13
´
Xp qm n
¯
23
,(3.2)
pǫb idqp Xk lm nq “ δk,mδl,n id Vk l
(3.3)
for all possible indices. We also call pV,X q a corepresentation.
Here, we use here the standard leg numbering notation, e.g. a23 “ 1b a.
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Example 3.2. Equip the vector space CpIq “
À
kPI C with the diagonal I
2-grading. Then the
family U given by
Uk lm n “ δk,lδm,n1
´
k
m
¯
P Ak lm n(3.4)
is a corepresentation of A on CpIq. We call it the trivial corepresentation.
Example 3.3. Assume given an rcfd family of subspaces
Vm n Ď
à
k,l
Ak lm n
satisfying
∆pqp Vm nq Ď Vp q b A
p q
m n.(3.5)
Then the elements Xk lm n P A
k l
m n bHomCp Vm n, Vk lq defined by
Xk lm np1b bq “ ∆
op
kl pbq P A
k l
m n b Vk l for all b P Vm n
form a corepresentation X of A on V . Indeed,
p∆pq b idqp X
k l
m nqp1 b 1b bq “ p∆pq b idqp∆
op
kl pbqq “
´
Xk lp q
¯
13
´
Xp qm n
¯
23
p1b 1b bq,
pǫb idqp Xk lm nqb “ pǫb idqp∆
op
kl pbqq “ δk,mδl,nb
for all b P Vm n. We call X the regular corepresentation on V .
Morphisms of corepresentations are defined as follows.
Definition 3.4. Let A be an I-partial bialgebra. A morphism T between corepresentations
pV,X q and pW,Y q of A is a family of linear maps
Tk l P HomCp Vk l, Wk lq
satisfying
p1b Tk lq X
k l
m n “ Y
k l
m np1b Tm nq
We denote the category of all corepresentations of A on rcfd I2-graded vector spaces by CoreprcfdpA q.
We next consider the total form of a corepresentation.
Let A be a partial bialgebra with total algebra A, and let V be an rcfd I2-graded vector
space. Denote by λVk , ρ
V
l P HomCpV q the projections onto the summands Vk “
À
q Vk q and
V l “
À
p Vp l respectively, and identify HomCp Vm n, Vk lq with λ
V
k ρ
V
l HomCpV qλ
V
mρ
V
n . Denote
by Hom0CpV q Ď HomCpV q the algebraic sum of all these subspaces. Then we can define a
homomorphism
∆b id : MpAbHom0CpV qq ÑMpAbAbHom
0
CpV qq
similarly as we defined ∆: AÑMpAbAq.
Lemma 3.5. Let A be an I-partial bialgebra and V an rcfd I2-graded vector space. If X is a
corepresentation of A on V , then the sum
X :“
ÿ
k,l,m,n
Xk lm n PMpAbHom
0
CpV qq(3.6)
converges strictly and satisfies the following conditions:
(1) pλkρm b idqXpλlρn b idq “ p1 b λ
V
k ρ
V
l qXp1b λ
V
mρ
V
n q “ X
k l
m n,
(2) pAb 1qX, XpAb 1q and p1bHom0CpV qqXp1 bHom
0
CpV qq lie in AbHom
0
CpV q,
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(3) p∆b idqpXq “ X13X23,
(4) the sum pǫb idqpXq :“
ř
pǫb idqp Xk lm nq converges in MpHom
0
CpV qq strictly to idV .
Conversely, if X P MpA b Hom0CpV qq satisfies (1)–(4) with X
k l
m n defined by (1), then X “
p Xk lm nqk,l,m,n is a corepresentation of A on V .
Proof. Straightforward. 
Definition 3.6. If X and X are as in Lemma 3.5, we will call X the corepresentation multiplier
of X .
Let us relate the notion of a corepresentation multiplier to the notion of a full comodule for a
weak multiplier bialgebra introduced in [4, Definition 2.2 and Definition 4.2]. Recall first from
[4, Theorem 4.5] that if pA,∆q is a weak multiplier bialgebra, then any full comodule over A
carries the structure of a firm bimodule over the base algebra. In particular, if A arises from a
partial bialgebra, any comodule is bigraded over the object set.
Proposition 3.7. Let A be a partial bialgebra with corepresentation X on V “ ‘m,n Vm n.
Then the couple
λX : V bAÑ V bA, v b aÑ X21pv b aq,
ρX : V bAÑ V bA, v b a ÞÑ p1 b aqX21pv b 1q
is well-defined and defines a full comodule for the weak multiplier bialgebra pA,∆q. Conversely,
any full comodule which is rcfd for the induced bigrading arises in this way.
Proof. Well-definedness of the couple pλX , ρXq is immediate from the local support condition,
and it is clear then that p1 b aqλXpv b bq “ ρXpv b aqp1 b bq. The conditions (2.11) and (2.12)
in [4, Definition 2.12] are then easily seen to follow from the identity p∆ b idqpXq “ X13X23.
Finally, as for v P Vm n one has pidbεqpX21pv b 1
´
n
n
¯
q “ pε b idqp Xm nm nqv “ v, it follows that
pλX , ρXq is full.
Assume now conversely that pλ, ρq defines a full comodule structure on V “ ‘m,n Vm n. From
the definition of the grading, it follows that we obtain maps
Vm n Ñ Vk l b A
k l
m n, v ÞÑ p1b 1
´
k
m
¯
qλpv b 1
´
l
n
¯
q.
As the Vm n are finite-dimensional, there hence exists X
k l
m n P A
k l
m n bHomCp Vm n, Vk lq such that
p Xk lm nq21pv b 1q “ p1b 1
´
k
m
¯
qλpv b 1
´
l
n
¯
q.
As pλ, ρq form a multiplier, it is then moreover immediate that in fact
p Xk lm nq21pv b aq “ p1b 1
´
k
m
¯
qλpv b aq.
From (2.12) in [4, Definition 2.12], it is then immediate that the Xk lm n satisfy (3.2). Moreover,
from the proof of [4, Theorem 4.5] it follows that for v P Vm n, one has
v “ pidbǫqpX21pv b 1
´
n
n
¯
q,
hence (3.3) holds, and X forms a corepresentation. 
We present some more general constructions for corepresentations of partial bialgebras. Given
an rcfd I2-graded vector space V “
À
k,l Vk l and a family of subspaces Wk l Ď Vk l, we denote
by ιW : W Ñ V and πW : V Ñ V {W “
À
k,l Vk l{ Wk l the embedding and the quotient map.
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Definition 3.8. Let pV,X q be a corepresentation of a partial bialgebra A . We call a family of
subspaces Wk l Ď Vk l invariant (w.r.t. X ) if
p1b πWk l q X
k l
m np1b ι
W
m n q “ 0.(3.7)
We call pV,X q irreducible if the only invariant families of subspaces are p0qk,l and p Vk lqk,l.
The next lemmas deal with restriction, factorisation and Schur’s lemma. We skip their proofs
which are straightforward.
Lemma 3.9. Let pV,X q be a corepresentation of a partial bialgebra and let Wk l Ď Vk l be
an invariant family of subspaces. Then there exist unique corepresentations pW, pιW q˚X q and
pV {W,πW˚ X q such that ι
W and πW are morphisms pW, pιW q˚X q Ñ pV,X q Ñ pV {W,πW˚ X q.
Lemma 3.10. Let T be a morphism of corepresentations pV,X q and pW,Y q of a partial bial-
gebra. Then the families of subspaces ker Tk l Ď Vk l and img Tk l Ď Wk l are invariant. In
particular, if pV,X q and pW,Y q are irreducible, then either all Tk l are zero or all Tk l are
isomorphisms.
Given corepresentations X and Y of a partial bialgebra A on respective rcfd I2-graded vector
spaces V and W , we obtain an I2-graded vector space V ‘W by taking component-wise direct
sums, and use the canonical embedding
Homp Vm n, Vk lq ‘Homp Wm n, Wk lq ãÑ Homp Vm n ‘ Wm n, Vk l ‘ Wk lq
to define the direct sum X ‘Y , which is a corepresentation of A on V ‘W . Then the natural em-
beddings from V andW into V ‘W and the projections onto V and W are evidently morphisms
of corepresentations. More generally, given a family of corepresentations ppVα,Xαqqα such that
the sum
À
α Vα is rcfd again, one can form the direct sum
À
α Xα, which is a corepresentation
on
À
α Vα.
Proposition 3.11. Let A be an I-partial bialgebra. Then CoreprcfdpA q is a C-linear abelian
category, and the forgetful functor CoreprcfdpA q Ñ Vect
I I
rcfd lifts kernels, cokernels and biprod-
ucts.
Proof. The preceding considerations show that the forgetful functor lifts kernels, cokernels and
biproducts. Moreover, in CoreprcfdpA q, every monic is a kernel and every epic is a cokernel
because the same is true in VectI Ircfd and because kernels and cokernels lift. 
3.2. Corepresentations of partial Hopf algebras. If A is a partial Hopf algebra, then every
corepresentation multiplier has a generalized inverse.
Lemma 3.12. Let pV,X q be a corepresentation of a partial Hopf algebra A . Then with Zk lm n “
pS b idqp Xn ml k q, we have Z
k l
m n P A
k l
m n bHomCp Vl k, Vn mq and
Xk lm n ¨ Z
l k1
n m1 “ 0 if m
1 ‰ m
ÿ
n
Xk lm n ¨ Z
l k1
n m “ δk,k11
´
k
m
¯
b id Vk l
,
Zn ml k ¨ X
m n1
k l1 “ 0 if n ‰ n
1
ÿ
m
Zn ml k ¨ X
m n
k l1 “ δl,l11
´
n
l
¯
b id Vk l
.
In particular, the multiplier Z :“ pS b idqpXq PMpAbHom0CpV qq satisfies
XZ “
ÿ
k
λk b λ
V
k , ZX “
ÿ
l
ρl b ρ
V
l ,(3.8)
and is a generalized inverse of X in the sense that XZX “ X and ZXZ “ Z.
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Proof. The grading property of Zk lm n follows from Sp A
p q
r sq Ď A
s r
q p, and then the upper left hand
identity is immediate. To verify the upper right hand one, we use identities (3.2), (3.3) and (1.6).
Namely, with MA denoting the multiplication of A, we findÿ
n
Xk lm n ¨ pS b idqp X
m n
k1 l q “
ÿ
n
pMApidbSq b idqpp X
k l
m nq13p X
m n
k1 l q23q
“
ÿ
n
pMApidbSq∆m,n b idqp X
k l
k1 lq
“ δk,k11
´
k
l
¯
b pǫb idqp Xk lk1 lq
“ δk,k11
´
k
m
¯
b id Vk l
.
The other equations follow similarly, and the assertions concerning Z are direct consequences. 
Definition 3.13. Let X be a corepresentation of a partial Hopf algebra. We denote the gener-
alized inverse pS b idqpXq of X by X´1 and let
pX´1q
k l
m n “ pS b idqp X
n m
l k q P A
k l
m n bHomCp Vl k, Vn mq
For completeness, we mention the following converse to Lemma 3.12.
Lemma 3.14. Let A be an I-partial bialgebra, V an rcfd I2-graded vector space and X,Z P
MpA b Hom0CpV qq. If conditions (1)–(3) in Lemma 3.5 and (3.8) hold, then the corresponding
family X “ p Xk lm nqk,l,m,n is a corepresentation of A on V .
Proof. We have to verify condition (4) in Lemma 3.5. If pk, lq ‰ pp, qq, then ǫp Ak lp qq “ 0 and
hence pǫb idqp Xk lp qq “ 0. The counit property and condition (3) in Lemma 3.5 imply
Xk lm n “ ppǫ b idq∆b idqp X
k l
m nq
“
ÿ
p,q
pǫb idb idq
´
p Xk lp qq13p X
p q
m nq23
¯
“ p1 b Tk lq X
k l
m n,
where Tk l “ pǫ b idqp X
k l
k lq P HomCp Vk lq. Therefore, T “
ś
k,l Tk,l satisfies p1 b T qX “ X .
Multiplying on the right by Z, we find TλVk “ λ
V
k for all k. Thus, T “ idV . 
Lemma 3.15. A bigraded map T defines a morphism from pV,X q to pW,Y q if and only if one
of the following relations hold:
Y ´1p1b T qX “
ÿ
m,n
ρn b Tm n, Y p1 b T qX
´1 “
ÿ
k,l
λk b Tk l.
3.3. Tensor product and duality. Recall from Example 2.11 that the category VectI Ircfd is
a tensor category. The tensor product of morphisms is the restriction of the ordinary tensor
product. We will interpret this product as being strictly associative. The unit for this product
is the vector space CpIq “
À
kPI C.
Given V and W in VectI Ircfd, we identify HomCp Vm n, Vk lq b HomCp Wn q, Wl pq with a subspace
of
HomCp Vm n b Wn q, Vk l b Wl pq Ď HomCp pm V b
I
W qq, pk V b
I
W qpq.
We can now construct a product of corepresentations as follows.
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Lemma 3.16. Let X and Y be copresentations of A on respective rcfd I2-graded vector spaces
V and W . Then the sum
pXlTY q
k p
m q :“
ÿ
l,n
´
Xk lm n
¯
12
´
Yl pn q
¯
13
(3.9)
has only finitely many non-zero terms, and the elements
pXlTY q
k p
m q P A
k p
m q bHomCp pm V b
I
W qq, pk V b
I
W qpq
define a corepresentation X lTY of A on V b
I
W .
Proof. The sum (3.9) is finite because V and W are rcfd. Using the identification above, we see
that ´
Xk lm n
¯
12
´
Yl pn q
¯
13
P Ak pm q bHomCp pm V b
I
W qq, pk V b
I
W qpq.
Now, the fact that pXlTY q
k p
m q is a corepresentation follows easily from the multiplicativity of ∆
and the weak multiplicativity of ǫ. 
Remark 3.17. The corepresentation multiplier associated to X lTY is just X12Y13.
Proposition 3.18. Let A be an I-partial bialgebra. Then CoreprcfdpA q carries the structure
of a strict tensor category such that the product of corepresentations pV,X q and pW,Y q is the
corepresentation pV b
I
W,X lTY q, the unit is the trivial corepresentation pCpIq,U q, and the
forgetful functor CoreprcfdpA q Ñ Vect
I I
rcfd is a strict tensor functor.
Proof. This is clear. 
Given a corepresentation of a partial Hopf algebra, one can use the antipode to define a contra-
gredient corepresentation on a dual space. Denote the dual of vector spaces V and linear maps
T by V ˚ and T tr, respectively, and define the dual of an I2-graded vector space V “
À
k,l Vk l
to be the space
V ˚ “
à
k,l
pV ˚qk l, where pV
˚qk l “ p Vl kq
˚.
Proposition 3.19. Let A be an I-partial Hopf algebra with antipode S and let pV,X q be a
corepresentation of A . Then V ˚ and the family Xˆ given by
Xˆ
k l
m n :“ pS b´
trqp Xn ml k q(3.10)
form a corepresentation of A which is a left dual of pV,X q. If the antipode S of A is bijective,
then V ˚ and the family Xˇ given by
Xˇ
k l
m n :“ pS
´1 b´trqp Xn ml k q(3.11)
form a corepresentation of A which is a right dual of pV,X q.
Proof. We only prove the assertion concerning pV ˚, Xˆ q. To see that this is a corepresentation,
note that the element (3.10) belongs to Ak lm n b HomCp pV
˚qm n, pV
˚qk lq and use the relations
∆ ˝ S “ pS b Sq∆op and ǫ ˝ S “ ǫ from Corollary 1.32 and Lemma 1.33. Let us show that
pV ˚, Xˆ q is a left dual of pV,X q.
Given a finite-dimensional vector space W , denote by evW : W
˚ bW Ñ C the evaluation map
and by coevW : C Ñ W bW
˚ the coevaluation map, given by 1 ÞÑ
ř
iwi b w
˚
i if pwiqi and
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pw˚i qi are dual bases of W and W
˚. With respect to these maps, W˚ is a left dual of W . If
F : W1 ÑW2 is a linear map between finite-dimensional spaces, then
pidW2 bF
trq ˝ coevW2 “ pF b idW˚
1
q ˝ coevW1 , evW1pF
tr b idW2q “ evW2pidW˚
2
bF q.(3.12)
Now, define morphisms coev : CpIq Ñ V b
I
V ˚ and ev : V ˚ b
I
V Ñ CpIq by
coevk l “ δk,l
ÿ
p
coev V
k p
: CÑ pk V b
I
V ˚ql, evk l “ δk,l
ÿ
p
ev Vp k
: pk V b
I
V ˚ql Ñ C.
One easily checks that with respect to these maps, V ˚ is a left dual of V in VectI Ircfd.
We therefore only need to show that ev is a morphism from Xˆ lTX to U and that coev is a
morphism from U to X lT Xˆ . But (3.12) and Lemma 3.12 imply
p1b evk kq
ÿ
l,n
`
Xˆ
k l
m n
˘
12
`
Xl kn q
˘
13
“ p1b evk kq
ÿ
l,n
pS b´trqp Xn ml k q12p X
l k
n q q13
“ p1b evm mq
ÿ
l,n
pS b idqp Xn ml k q13p X
l k
n q q13
“ δm,q1
´
k
q
¯
b evm m
“ Uk km q p1b evm mq.
A similar calculation shows that also coev is a morphism, whence the claim follows. 
Corollary 3.20. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra. Then CoreprcfdpA q is a tensor category with
left duals and, if the antipode of A is invertible, with right duals.
Let A be an I-partial Hopf algebra. Then the tensor unit in CoreprcfdpA q, which is the trivial
corepresentation U on CpIq, need not be irreducible. Instead, it decomposes into irreducible
corepresentations indexed by the hyperobject set I of equivalence classes for the relation „ on
I given by k „ l ðñ 1
´
k
l
¯
‰ 0 (see Remark 1.29).
Lemma 3.21. Let A be an I-partial Hopf algebra and let pIαqαPI be a labelled partition of I
into equivalence classes for the relation „. Then for each α P I , the subspace CpIαq Ď CpIq is
invariant, and the restriction Uα of U to C
pIαq is irreducible. In particular, U “
À
αPI Uα is
a decomposition into irreducible corepresentations.
Proof. Immediate from the fact that Uk km m “ 1
´
k
m
¯
is 1 if k „ m and 0 if k  m. 
Definition 3.22. We denote by CoreppA q the category of corepresentations pV,X q for which
there exists a finite subset of the hyperobject set I such that Vk l “ 0 for the equivalence classes
of k, l outside this subset.
It is easily seen that CoreppA q is then a tensor category with local units indexed by I . We will
use the same notation for the associated partial tensor category.
3.4. Decomposition into irreducibles. When there is an invariant integral around, one can
average morphisms of vector spaces to obtain morphisms of corepresentations.
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Lemma 3.23. Let pV,X q and pW,Y q be corepresentations of a partial Hopf algebra A with an
invariant integral φ, and let Tk l P HomCp Vk l, Wk lq for all k, l P I. Then for each m,n fixed, the
families
Tˇ
m n
k l :“ pφb idqp pY
´1q
n m
l k p1b Tm nq X
m n
k l q,
Tˆ
m n
k l :“ pφb idqp Y
k l
m np1 b Tm nq pX
´1q
l k
n mq
form morphisms Tˇ
m n
and Tˆ
m n
from pV,X q to pW,Y q.
Proof. Clearly, we may suppose that T is supported only on the component at index pm,nq,
and we may then drop the upper indices and simply write Tˇk l and Tˆk l. Then in total form,
Tˇ “ pφb idqpY ´1p1bT qXq and Tˆ “ pφb idqpY p1bT qX´1q. Now, Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 1.36
imply
Y ´1p1 b Tˇ qX “ pφb idb idqppY ´1q23pY
´1q13p1b 1b T qX13X23q
“ ppφb idq∆b idqpY ´1p1b T qXq
“
ÿ
l
ρl b pφb idqppρl b 1qY
´1p1b T qXq
“
ÿ
k,l
ρl b Tˇk l,
whence Tˇ is a morphism from X to Y by Lemma 3.15. The assertion for Tˆ follows similarly. 
Lemma 3.24. Let A be an I-partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral φ. Let pV,X q
be a corepresentation and Wk l Ď Vk l an invariant family of subspaces. Then there exists an
idempotent endomorphism T of pV,X q such that Wk l “ img Tk l for all k, l.
Proof. By a direct sum decomposition, we may assume that V is in a fixed component CoreppA qαβ .
For all k P Iα, l P Iβ , choose idempotent endomorphisms Tk l of Vk l with image Wk l. Let Y be
the restriction of X to W . By Lemma 3.23, we obtain morphisms Tˇ
m n
of pV,X q to pW,Y q,
which we can also interpret as endomorphisms of pV,X q. Fix n P Iβ and write Tˇ
n
“
ř
m Tˇ
m n
(using column-finiteness of V ). We claim that W is the image of Tˇ
n
.
In total form, invariance of W implies
p1b T qXp1b T q “ Xp1b T q.
Applying pS b idq, we get
p1 b T qX´1p1 b T q “ X´1p1b T q.
Now choose n P Iβ and write Tˇ
n
“
ř
m Tˇ
m n
, which makes sense because of column-finiteness of
V . We combine Lemma 3.5, Lemma 3.12 and normalisation of φ, and find
Tˇ
n
T “ pφb idqpX´1p1b ρVn T qXp1b T qq
“ pφb idqpX´1p1b ρVn qXp1b T qq
“
ÿ
l
φp1
´
n
l
¯
qρVl T
“ T,
since we only have to sum over l P Iβ as n P Iβ by assumption.
Now as W is invariant and T sends V into W , we have that Tˇ
n
k l sends Vk l into Wk l. Hence it
follows that img Tˇ n “ img T , and Tˇ n is the desired intertwiner. 
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Corollary 3.25. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral. Then every corep-
resentation of A decomposes into a (possibly infinite) direct sum of irreducible corepresentations.
Proof. The preceding lemma shows that every non-zero corepresentation is either irreducible or
the direct sum of two non-zero corepresentations, and we can apply Zorn’s lemma. 
We can now prove that the category CoreppA q of a partial Hopf algebra with invariant integral
is semi-simple, that is, any object is a finite direct sum of irreducible objects. If one allows a
more relaxed definition of semisimplicity allowing infinite direct sums, this will be true also for
the potentially bigger category CoreprcfdpA q.
We will first state a lemma which will also be convenient at other occasions.
Lemma 3.26. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra and fix α, β in the hyperobject set. Then if T is
a morphism in CoreppA qαβ and
ř
kPIα
Tk l “ 0 for some l P Iβ, then T “ 0.
Proof. This follows from the equations in Lemma 3.15 
Proposition 3.27. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral. Then the com-
ponents of the partial tensor category CoreppA q are semi-simple.
Proof. Let V be in any object of CoreppA qαβ for α, β P I . From Lemma 3.26, we see that for
T a morphism in CoreppA qαβ , the map T ÞÑ
ř
kPIα
Tk l is injective for any choice of l P Iβ . It
follows by column-finiteness of V that the algebra of self-intertwiners of V is finite-dimensional.
We then immediately conclude from Corollary 3.25 that V is a finite direct sum of irreducible
invariant subspaces. 
3.5. Matrix coefficients of irreducible corepresentations. Our next goal is to obtain the
analogue of Schur’s orthogonality relations for matrix coefficients of corepresentations.
Given finite-dimensional vector spaces V and W , the dual space of HomCpV,W q is linearly
spanned by functionals of the form
ωf,v : HomCpV,W q Ñ C, T ÞÑ pf |Tvq,
where v P V , f PW˚, and p´|´q denotes the natural pairing of W˚ with W .
Definition 3.28. Let A be a partial bialgebra. The space of matrix coefficients CpX q of a
corepresentation pV,X q is the sum of the subspaces
CpX qk lm n “ span
!
pidbωf,vqp X
k l
m nq | v P Vm n, f P p Vk lq
˚
)
Ď Ak lm n.
Let pV,X q be a corepresentation of a partial bialgebra A . Condition (3.2) in Definition 3.1
implies
∆pqp CpX q
k l
m nq Ď CpX q
k l
p q b CpX q
p q
m n.(3.13)
Thus, the CpX qk lm n form a partial coalgebra with respect to ∆ and ǫ. Moreover, for each k, l,
the I2-graded vector space
CpX qk l :“
à
m,n
CpX qk lm n
is rcfd, and the inclusion above shows that one can form the regular corepresentation on this
space.
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Lemma 3.29. Let pV,X q be a corepresentation of a partial bialgebra and let f P p Vk lq
˚. Then
the family of maps
Tpfqm n : Vm n Ñ CpX q
k l
m n, w ÞÑ pidbωf,wqp X
k l
m nq “ pidbfqp X
k l
m np1 b wqq,
is a morphism from X to the regular corepresentation on CpX qk l.
Proof. Denote by Y the regular corepresentation on
À
m,n CpX q
k l
m n. Then
Yp qm np1b T
pfq
m n pvqq “ p∆
op
pq b ωf,vqp X
k l
m nq
“ pidb idbfqpp Xk lp qq23p X
p q
m nq13p1b 1b vqq
“ p1b Tpfqp q q X
p q
m np1b vq
for all v P Vm n. 
As before, we denote by V ˚ the dual of a vector space V .
Lemma 3.30. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra.
(1) Let a P
À
k,l A
k l
m n. Then the family of subspaces
Vp q “ tpidbfqp∆pqpaqq : f P p A
p q
m nq
˚u(3.14)
is rcfd and satisfies ∆rsp Vp qq Ď Vr s b A
r s
p q so that one can form the restriction of the
regular corepresentation pV,X q. Moreover, a P Vm n.
(2) Let pV,X q be an irreducible restriction of the regular corepresentation. Then (3.14) holds
for any non-zero a P Vm n.
Proof. (1) Taking f “ ǫ, one finds a P Vm n. Next, write
∆pqpaq “
ÿ
i
bipq b c
i
pq
with linearly independent pcipqqi. Then Vp q “ spantb
i
pq : iu, and ∆rsp Vp qq Ď Vr s b A
r s
p q becauseÿ
i
∆rspb
i
pqq b c
i
pq “ p∆rs b idq∆pqpaq “ pidb∆pqq∆rspaq “
ÿ
j
bjrs b∆pqpc
j
rsq.
(2) If a P Vm n is non-zero, then the right hand sides of (3.14) form a non-zero invariant family
of subspaces of Vp q by (1). 
Proposition 3.31. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral. Then the total
algebra A is the sum of the matrix coefficients of irreducible corepresentations.
Proof. Let a P Ak lm n, define Vp q as in (3.14) and form the restriction of the regular corepresenta-
tion pV,X q. Then
a “ pidbǫqp∆opkl paqq “ pidbǫqp X
k l
m np1b aqq P CpX q
k l
m n.
Decomposing pV,X q, we find that a is contained in the sum of matrix coefficients of irreducible
corepresentations. 
The first part of the orthogonality relations concerns matrix coefficients of inequivalent irreducible
corepresentations.
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Proposition 3.32. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral φ and inequivalent
irreducible corepresentations pV,X q and pW,Y q. Then for all a P CpXq, b P CpY q,
φpSpbqaq “ φpbSpaqq “ 0.
Proof. Since φ vanishes on Sp Ak lm nq A
p q
r s and on A
p q
r sSp A
k l
m nq unless pp, q, r, sq “ pm,n, k, lq, it
suffices to prove the assertion for elements of the form
a “ pidbωf,vqp X
k l
m nq and b “ pidbωg,wqp Y
m n
k l q
where f P p Vk lq
˚, v P Vm n and g P p Wm nq
˚, w P Wk l. Lemma 3.23, applied to the family
Tp q : Vp q Ñ Wp q, u ÞÑ δp,kδq,lfpuqw,
yields morphisms Tˇ
k l
, Tˆ
k l
from pV,X q to pW,Y q which necessarily are 0. Inserting the definition
of Tˇ
k l
, we find
φpSpbqaq “ φ
`
pS b ωg,wqp Y
m n
k l q ¨ pidbωf,vqp X
k l
m nq
˘
“ pφb ωg,vq
´
pY ´1q
l k
n mp1b Tk lq X
k l
m n
¯
“ ωg,vp Tˇ
k l
m nq “ 0.
A similar calculation involving Tˆ shows that φpbSpaqq “ 0. 
Theorem 3.33. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral φ. Let α, β P I , and
let pV,X q be an irreducible corepresentation of A inside CoreppA qαβ. Suppose F “ FX is an
isomorphism from pV,X q to pV,
ˆˆ
X q with inverse G “ F´1. Then the following hold.
(1) The numbers dG :“
ř
k Trp Gk lq and dF :“
ř
nTrp Fm nq are non-zero and do not depend
on the choice of l P Iβ or m P Iα.
(2) For all k,m P Iα and l, n P Iβ,
pφb idqp pX´1q
l k
n m X
k l
m nq “ d
´1
G Trp Gk lq id Vm n
,
pφb idqp Xk lm n pX
´1q
l k
n mq “ d
´1
F Trp Fm nq id Vk l
.
(3) Denote by Σklmn the flip map Vk l b Vm n Ñ Vm n b Vk l. Then
pφb idb idqpp pX´1q
l k
n mq12p X
k l
m nq13q “ d
´1
G pid Vm n
b Gk lq ˝ Σklmn,
pφb idb idqpp Xk lm nq13p pX
´1q
l k
n mq12q “ d
´1
F p Fm n b id Vk l
q ˝ Σklmn.
Proof. We prove the assertions and equations involving dG in (1), (2) and (3) simultaneously;
the assertions involving dF follow similarly.
Consider the following endomorphism Fmnkl of Vm n b Vk l,
Fmnkl :“ pφb idb idq
´
p pX´1q
l k
n mq12p X
k l
m nq13
¯
˝Σmnkl
“ pφb idb idq
´
p pX´1q
m n
k l q12Σklkl,23p X
k l
m nq12
¯
.
By applying Lemma 3.23 with respect to the flip map Σklkl, we see that the family pFmnklqm,n
is an endomorphism of pV b Vk l, X b idq and hence
Fmnkl “ id Vm n
b Rk l(3.15)
with some Rk l P HomCp Vk lq not depending on m,n.
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On the other hand, since φ “ φS,
Fmnkl “ pφb idb idqppS b idqp X
m n
k l q12p X
k l
m nq13q ˝ Σmnkl
“ pφb idb idq
´
ppS b idqp Xk lm nqq13ppS
2 b idqp Xm nk l qq12
¯
˝ Σmnkl
“ pφb idb idq
´
p pX´1q
k l
m nq13pΣmnmnq23p pX
˚˚ qm nk l q13
¯
.
Hence we can again apply Lemma 3.23 and find that the family pFmnklqk,l is a morphism
pFmnklqk,l : p Vm n b V,
ˆˆ
X13q Ñ p Vm n b V,X13q.
Therefore,
Fmnkl “ Tm n b Gk l(3.16)
with some Tm n P HomCp Vm nq not depending on k, l. Combining (3.15) and (3.16), we conclude
that, for some λ P C,
Fmnkl “ λpid Vm n
b Gk lq
Choose dual bases pviqi for Vk l and pfiqi for p Vk lq
˚. Then
λTrp Gk lq id Vm n
“
ÿ
i
pidbωfi,viqpFmnklq “ pφb idqp pX
´1q
l k
n m X
k l
m nq.
Take now n “ l. By Lemma 3.26, we can choose m P Iα with Vm n ‰ 0. Then summing the
previous relation over k, the relations
ř
k pX
´1q
l k
n m X
k l
m n “ 1
´
l
n
¯
b id Vm n
and φp1
´
l
l
¯
q “ 1 give
λ ¨
ÿ
k
Trp Gk lq “ 1.
Now all assertions in (1)–(3) concerning dG follow. 
Remark 3.34. For semi-simple tensor categories with duals, it is known that any object is
isomorphic to its left bidual [12, Proposition 2.1], hence there always exists an isomorphism FX
as in the previous Theorem. In fact, from the faithfulness of φ and Proposition 3.32, it follows
that not all Fmnkl in the previous proof are zero. Hence G “ F
´1
X is a non-zero morphism and
thus an isomorphism from the left bidual of X to X .
Corollary 3.35. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral φ, let pV,X q be an
irreducible corepresentation of A , let F “ FX be an isomorphism from pV,X q to pV,
ˆˆ
X q and
G “ F´1, and let a “ pidbωf,vqp X
k l
m nq and b “ pidbωg,wqp X
m n
k l q, where f P p Vk lq
˚, v P Vm n,
g P p Vm nq
˚, w P Vk l. Then
φpSpbqaq “
pg|vqpf |Gwqř
r Trp Gr nq
, φpaSpbqq “
pg|Fvqpf |wqř
sTrp Fm sq
.
Proof. Apply ωg,w b ωf,v to the formulas in Theorem 3.33.(c). 
Corollary 3.36. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral and let ppV paq,XaqqaPI
be a maximal family of mutually non-isomorphic irreducible corepresentations of A . Then the
map à
a
à
k,l,m,n
pp V
paq
k l q
˚ b V paqm n q Ñ A
that sends f b w P p V
paq
k l q
˚ b V paqm n to pidbωf,wqp pXaq
k l
m nq, is a linear isomorphism.
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.31, Proposition 3.32 and Corollary 3.35. 
Corollary 3.37. Let A be a regular partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral, let ppV paq,XaqqaPI
be a maximal family of mutually non-isomorphic irreducible corepresentations of A , fix a P I
and k, l P I, and denote by Yk la the regular corepresentation on CpXaq
k l
. Then there exists a
linear isomorphism
p V
paq
k l q
˚ Ñ MorppV paq,Xaq, p CpXaq
k l
, Yk laqq
assigning to each f P p V
paq
k l q
˚ the morphism T pfq of Lemma 3.29.
3.6. Unitary corepresentations of partial compact quantum groups. Let us now enhance
our partial Hopf algebras to partial compact quantum groups. We write BpH,Gq for the linear
space of bounded morphisms between Hilbert spaces H and G.
Definition 3.38. Let A define a partial compact quantum group G . We call a corepresentation
X of A on a collection of Hilbert spaces Hk l unitary if
pX´1q
k l
m n “ p X
l k
n mq
˚ in Ak lm n bBp Hl k, Hn mq.
Remark 3.39. The total object H will then only be a pre-Hilbert space, but as the local
components are finite-dimensional, this will not be an issue.
Example 3.40. Regard CpIq as a direct sum of the trivial Hilbert spaces C. Then the trivial
corepresentation U on CpIq is unitary.
The tensor product of corepresentations lifts to a tensor product of unitary corepresentations
as follows. We define the tensor product of rcfd I2-graded Hilbert spaces similarly as for rcfd
I2-graded vector spaces and pretend it to be strict again. Let pH,X q and pG,Y q be unitary rcfd
corepresentations. Then the tensor product pH b
I
G,X lTY q is unitary again. Indeed, in total
form, pXlTY q´1 “ Y ´113 X
´1
12 “ Y
˚
13X
˚
12 “ pXlTY q
˚ by Remark 3.17. We hence obtain a tensor
C˚-category Corepu,rcfdpA q of unitary corepresentations. We denote again by CorepupA q the
subcategory of all corepresentations with finite support on the hyperobject set. It is the total
tensor C˚-category with local units of a semi-simple partial tensor C˚-category.
Our aim now is to show that every (irreducible) corepresentation is equivalent to a unitary one.
We show this by embedding the corepresentation into a restriction of the regular corepresentation.
Lemma 3.41. Let A define a partial compact quantum group with positive invariant integral φ,
and let Vm n Ď
À
k,l A
k l
m n be subspaces such that ∆pqp Vm nq Ď Vp q b A
p q
m n and V “
À
k,l Vk l is
rcfd. Then each Vk l is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product given by xa|by :“ φpa
˚bq,
and the regular corepresentation X on V is unitary.
Proof. By Lemma 3.12, it suffices to show that
(3.17)
ÿ
k
p Xk lm n1q
˚ Xk lm n “ δn,n11
´
l
n
¯
b id Vm n
.
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Let a P Vm n, b P Vm n1 and define ωb,a : HomCp Vm n, Vm n1q Ñ C by T ÞÑ xb|Tay. Thenÿ
k
pidbωb,aqpp X
k l
m n1q
˚ Xk lm nqq “
ÿ
k
pidbφqp∆opkl pbq
˚∆opkl paqq
“
ÿ
k
pφb idqp∆lkpb
˚q∆klpaqq
“ pφb idqp∆llpb
˚aqq
“ φpb˚aq1
´
l
n
¯
“ δn1,n1
´
l
n
¯
b xb|ay.
This proves (3.17). 
Proposition 3.42. Let A define a partial compact quantum group. Then every corepresentation
of A is isomorphic to a unitary one.
Proof. By Proposition 3.27 and Corollary 3.36, every corepresentation is isomorphic to a direct
sum of irreducible regular corepresentations, which are unitary by Lemma 3.41. 
Corollary 3.43. The partial C˚-tensor category CorepupA q is a partial fusion C
˚-category.
Remark 3.44. If A defines a partial compact quantum group G , we will also write CorepupA q “
RepupG q, and talk of (unitary) representations of G .
Let now X be a unitary corepresentation of A . Then there exists an isomorphism from X
to
ˆˆ
X “ pS2 b idqX . The following proposition shows that it can be implemented by positive
operators.
Proposition 3.45. Let A define a partial compact quantum group and let pH,X q be an irre-
ducible unitary corepresentation of A . Then there exists an isomorphism F “ FX from pH,X q
to pH, pS2 b idqpX qq in CoreppA q such that each Fk l is positive.
Proof. By Proposition 3.42, there exists an isomorphism T : Xˆ Ñ Y for some unitary corepre-
sentation Y on H˚, so that in total form, p1bT qXˆ “ Y p1bT q. We apply Sb´tr and ´˚b´˚ tr,
respectively to find
ˆˆ
Xp1b T trq “ p1b T trqYˆ , p1 b T ˚ trqX “ Yˆ p1b T ˚ trq.
Combining both equations, we find
ˆˆ
Xp1 b T trT ˚ trq “ p1 b T trT ˚ trqX . Thus, we can take
F :“ T trT ˚ tr. 
The Schur orthogonality relations in Corollary 3.35 can be rewritten using the involution instead
of the antipode as follows. Let pH,X q be a unitary corepresentation of A . Since pSb idqpXq “
X´1 “ X˚, the space of matrix coefficients CpX q satisfies
Sp CpX qk lm nq “ p CpX q
m n
k l q
˚ Ď An ml k .(3.18)
More precisely, let v P Hk l, v
1 P Hm n and denote by ωv,v1 the functional given by T ÞÑ xv|Tv
1y.
Then
Sppidbωv,v1qp X
k l
m nqq “ pidbωv,v1qp pX
´1q
n m
l k qq
“ pidbωv,v1qpp X
m n
k l q
˚q “ pidbωv1,vqp X
m n
k l q
˚.
This equation, Proposition 3.32, Lemma 1.39 and Corollary 3.35 imply the following corollaries:
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Corollary 3.46. Let A define a partial compact quantum group with positive invariant integral
φ and let pV,X q and pW,Y q be inequivalent irreducible unitary corepresentations of A. Then
for all a P CpXq, b P CpY q,
φpb˚aq “ φpba˚q “ 0.
In particular, CpXq X CpY q “ 0.
Corollary 3.47. Let A define a partial compact quantum group with positive invariant inte-
gral φ, let pH,X q be an irreducible unitary corepresentation of A , let F “ FX be a posi-
tive isomorphism from pH,X q to pH,
ˆˆ
X q and G “ F´1, and let a “ pidbωv,v1qp X
k l
m nq and
b “ pidbωw,w1qp X
k l
m nq, where v, w P Hk l and v
1, w1 P Hm n. Then
φpb˚aq “
xw|v1yxv|Gw1yř
r Trp Gr nq
, φpab˚q “
xw|Fv1yxv|w1yř
sTrp Fm sq
.
As a consequence of Proposition 3.31 and Proposition 3.42 or Lemma 3.41, the matrix coefficients
of irreducible unitary corepresentations span A , and in the Corollary 3.36, we may assume the
irreducible corepresentations pV i,Xiq to be unitary if A defines a partial compact quantum
group.
Remark 3.48. In fact, Proposition 3.45 and Corollary 3.47 show the following. Let A be a
partial Hopf ˚-algebra admitting an invariant integral φ, which a priori we do not assume to be
positive. Suppose however that each irreducible corepresentation of A is equivalent to a unitary
corepresentation. Then φ is necessarily positive.
3.7. Analogues of Woronowicz’s characters. Let A be a partial bialgebra, and a P Ak lm n.
Then for ω P A˚, we can define
ω ˚
p,q
a “ pidbωqp∆pqpaqq, a ˚
r,s
ω :“ pω b idqp∆rspaqq,
and this defines a bimodule structure with respect to the natural IˆI-partial convolution algebra
structure on ‘
´
Ak lm n
¯˚
. When ω has support on
ř
k,l A
k l
k l, it is meaningful to define
ω ˚ a :“
ÿ
p,q
ω ˚
p,q
a a ˚ ω “
ÿ
r,s
a ˚
r,s
ω
We recall that an entire function f has exponential growth on the right half-plane if there exist
C, d ą 0 such that |fpx` iyq| ď Cedx for all x, y P R with x ą 0.
Theorem 3.49. Let A be a partial Hopf algebra with an invariant integral φ. Then there exists
a unique family of linear functionals fz : AÑ C such that
(1) fz vanishes on ApKq when Ku ‰ Kd.
(2) for each a P A, the function z ÞÑ fzpaq is entire and of exponential growth on the right
half-plane.
(3) f0 “ ǫ and pfz b fz1q ˝∆ “ fz`z1 for all z, z
1 P C.
(4) φpabq “ φpbpf1 ˚ a ˚ f1qq for all a, b P A.
This family furthermore satisfies
(5) fzpabq “ fzpaqfzpbq for a P ApKq and b P ApLq with Kr “ Ll.
(6) S2paq “ f´1 ˚ a ˚ f1 for all a P A.
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(7) fzp1
´
l
n
¯
q “ δl,n and fz ˝ S “ f´z for all a P A.
(8) f¯z “ f´z if A is a partial Hopf ˚-algebra and φ is positive.
Note that conditions (3), (4) and (6) are meaningful by condition (1).
Proof. We first prove uniqueness. Assume that pfzqz is a family of functionals satisfying (1)–(4).
Since φ is faithful, the map σ : a ÞÑ f1 ˚ a ˚ f1 is uniquely determined by φ, and one easily sees
that it is a homomorphism. Using (3), we find that ǫ ˝ σn “ f2n, which uniquely determines
these functionals. Using (2) and the fact that every entire function of exponential growth on the
right half-plane is uniquely determined by its values at N Ď C, we can conclude that the family
fz is uniquely determined. Moreover, since the property (5) holds for z “ 2n, we also conclude
by the same argument as above that it holds for all z P C.
Let us now prove existence. By Theorem 3.33, Corollary 3.36 and Proposition 3.45, we can define
for each z P C a functional fz : A Ñ C such that for every irreducible corepresentation pV,X q
in CoreppA q,
fzppidbωξ,ηqp X
k l
m nqq “ δk,mδl,nωξ,ηpp Fk lq
zq for all ξ P Vk l, η P Vm n,
or, equivalently,
pfz b idqp X
k l
m nq “ δk,mδl,np Fk lq
z ,
where F “ FX is a non-zero operator implementing a morphism from pV,X q to pV,
ˆˆ
X q, scaled
such that
dX :“
ÿ
r
Trp pF´1qr lq “
ÿ
s
Trp Fm sq
for all l in the right and all m in the left hyperobject support of X . By construction, (1) and
(2) hold. We show that the pfzqz satisfy the assertions (3)–(7).
Throughout the following arguments, let pV,X q and F be as above.
We first prove property (3). This follows from the relations
pf0 b idqp X
k l
m nq “ δk,mδl,n id Vk l
“ pǫb idqp Xk lm nq
and
pppfz b fz1q ˝∆q b idqp X
k l
m nq “ δk,mδl,npfz b fz1 b idq
`
p Xk lk lq13p X
k l
k lq23
˘
“ δk,mδl,np Fk lq
z ¨ p Fk lq
z1
“ pfz`z1 b idqp X
k l
m nq.
Applying slice maps of the form idbωξ,ξ1 and invoking Theorem 3.33, this proves (3).
To prove (4), write ∆p2q “ p∆b idq ˝∆ “ pidb∆q ˝∆, and put
θz,z1 :“ pfz1 b idbfzq ˝∆
p2q.
Then
pθz,z1 b idqp X
k l
m nq “ pfz1 b idbfz b idqpp X
k l
k lq14p X
k l
m nq24p X
m n
m nq34q
“ p1b p Fk lq
z1q Xk lm np1b p Fm nq
zq.
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We take z “ z1 “ 1, use Theorem 3.33, where now dF “ dG “ dX by our scaling of F , and
obtain
pφb idb idqpp pX´1q
l k
n mq12ppθ1,1 b idqp X
k l
m nqq13q
“ d´1X pidb Fk lqpidb pF
´1qk lqΣk,l,m,npidb Fm nq
“ d´1X p Fm n b idqΣklmn
“ pφb idb idqpp Xk lm nq13p pX
´1q
l k
n mq12q.
To conclude the proof of assertion (4), apply again slice maps of the form ωξ,ξ1 b ωη,η1 .
We have then already argued that the property (5) automatically holds. To show the property
(6), note that by Proposition 3.45 and the calculation above,
pS2 b idqp Xk lm nq “ p1b Fk lq X
k l
m np1b Fm nq
´1 “ pθ´1,1 b idqp X
k l
m nq.
Assertion (6) follows again by applying slice maps.
To check, (7), note that (1), (2) and (4) immediately imply fzp1
´
k
m
¯
q “ δk,m. As both z Ñ f´z
and z Ñ fz ˝ S satisfy the conditions (1)–(4) for A with the opposite product and coproduct
(using the partial character property (5) and the invariance of φ with respect to S), we find
f´z “ fz ˝ S.
Finally, we assume that A is a partial Hopf ˚-algebra with positive invariant integral φ and
prove (8). By Proposition 3.45, we can assume Fk l to be positive. Write f¯zpaq “ fzpa
˚q. Using
the relations p Xk lk lq
˚ “ pS b idqp Xk lk lq, fz ˝ S “ f´z and positivity of Fk l, we conclude
pf¯z b idqp X
k l
k lq “
´
pfz b idqpp X
k l
k lq
˚q
¯˚
“
´
pf´z b idqp X
k l
k lq
¯˚
“ pp Fk lq
´zq˚ “ p Fk lq
´z “ pf´z b idqp X
k l
k lq,
whence f¯zpaq “ f´zpaq for all a P CpX q
k l
k l. Since fz and f´z vanish on A
k l
m n if pk, lq ‰ pm,nq
and the matrix coefficients of unitary corepresentations span A, we can conclude f¯z “ f´z. 
Note that our formula for the Woronowicz characters is slightly different from the one in [17], as
we are using a different normalisation of the Haar functional.
4. Tannaka-Kre˘ın-Woronowicz duality for partial compact quantum groups
In the previous section, we showed how any partial compact quantum group gave rise to a
partial fusion C˚-category with a unital morphism into a partial tensor C˚-category of finite-
dimensional Hilbert spaces. In this section we reverse this construction, and show that the
two structures are in duality with each other. The proof does not differ much from the usual
Tannaka-Kre˘ın reconstruction process, but one has to pay some extra care to the well-definedness
of certain constructions. Implicitly, we build our reconstruction process by passing first through
the construction of the discrete dual of a partial compact quantum group, which we however
refrain from formally introducing.
Let us at first fix a semi-simple partial tensor category C with indecomposable units over a base
set I . We will again view the tensor product of C as being strict, for notational convenience.
Assume that we also have another set I and a partition I “ tIα | α P I u with associated
surjective function
ϕ : I Ñ I , k ÞÑ k1.
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Let F : C Ñ tVectfduIˆI be a morphism based on ϕ, cf. Example 2.11. We will again denote by
Fkl : Ck1l1 Ñ Vectfd the components of F at index pk, lq, and by ι and µ resp. the product and
unit constraints. For X P Ck1β and Y P Cβm1 , we write the projection maps associated to the
identification FkmpX b Y q – ‘lPIβ pFklpXq b FlmpY qq as
π
pklmq
X,Y “ pι
pklmq
X,Y q
˚ : FkmpX b Y q Ñ FklpXq b FlmpY q.
We choose a maximal family of mutually inequivalent irreducible objects tuauaPI in C. We
assume that the ua include the unit objects 1α for α P I , and we may hence identify I Ď I.
For a P I, we will write ua P Cλa,ρa with λa, ρa P I . For α, β P I fixed, we write Iαβ for the
set of all a P I with λa “ α and ρa “ β. When a, b, c P I with a P Iαβ , b P Iβγ and c P Iγδ, we
write c ď a ¨ b if Morpuc, ua b ubq ‰ t0u. Note that with a, b fixed, there is only a finite set of c
with c ď a ¨ b. We also use this notation for multiple products.
Definition 4.1. For a P I and k, l,m, n P I, define vector spaces
Ak lm npaq “ δk1,m1,λaδl1,n1,ρa HomCpFmnpuaq, Fklpuaqq
˚.
Write
Ak lm n “
à
aPI
Ak lm npaq, Apaq “
à
k,l,m,n
Ak lm npaq, A “
à
k,l,m,n
Ak lm n.
We first turn the Ak lm n into a partial coalgebra A over I
2.
Definition 4.2. For r, s P I, we define
∆rs : A
k l
m n Ñ A
k l
r s b A
r s
m n
as the direct sums of the duals of the composition maps
HomCpFrspuaq, Fklpuaqq bHomCpFmnpuaq, Frspuaqq Ñ HomCpFmnpuaq, Fklpuaqq,
xb y ÞÑ x ˝ y.
Lemma 4.3. The couple pA ,∆q is a partial coalgebra with counit map
ǫ : Ak lk lpaq Ñ C, f ÞÑ fpidFklpuaqq.
Moreover, for each fixed f P Ak lm npaq, the matrix p∆rspfqqrs is rcf.
Proof. Coassociativity and counitality are immediate by duality, as for each a fixed the spaces
HomCpFmnpuaq, Fklpuaqq form a partial algebra with units idFklpuaq. The rcf condition follows
immediately from the rcf condition for the morphism F . 
In the next step, we define a partial algebra structure on A “ t Ak lm n | k, l,m, nu. First note that
we can identify
NatpFmn, Fklq –
ź
a
λa“k1“m1
ρa“l1“n1
HomCpFmnpuaq, Fklpuaqq,
where NatpFmn, Fklq denotes the space of natural transformations from Fmn to Fkl when k
1 “ m1
and l1 “ n1. Similarly, we can identify
NatpFmn b Fpq, Fkl b Frsq –
ź
b,c
HomCpFmnpubq b Fpqpucq, Fklpubq b Frspucqq,
with the product over the appropriate index set and where
Fkl b Frs : Ck1l1 ˆ Cr1s1 Ñ Vectfd, pX,Y q ÞÑ FklpXq b FrspY q.
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As such, there is a natural pairing of these spaces with resp. Ak lm n and A
k l
m n b A
r s
p q.
Definition 4.4. For k1 “ r1, l1 “ s1 and m1 “ t1, we define a product map
M : Ak lr s b A
l m
s t Ñ A
k m
r t , f b g ÞÑ f ¨ g
by the formula
pf ¨ gqpxq “ pf b gqp∆ˆlspxqq, x P NatpFrt, Fkmq,
where ∆ˆlspxq is the natural transformation
∆ˆlspxq : Frs b Fst Ñ Fkl b Flm, ∆ˆ
l
spxqX,Y “ π
pklmq
X,Y ˝ xXbY ˝ ι
prstq
X,Y , X P Ck1l1 , Y P Cl1m1 .
Remark 4.5. It has to be argued that f ¨ g has finite support (over Iq as a functional on
NatpFrt, Fkmq. In fact, if f is supported at b P Ir1s1 and g at c P Is1t1 , then f ¨ g has support in
the finite set of a P Ir1t1 with a ď b ¨ c, since if x is a natural transformation with support outside
this set, one has xubbuc “ 0, and hence any of the
´
∆ˆlspxq
¯
ub,uc
“ 0.
Lemma 4.6. The above product maps turn pA ,Mq into an I2-partial algebra.
Proof. We can extend the map p∆ˆls b idq on NatpFrt, Fkmq bNatpFtu, Fmnq to a map
p∆ˆls b idq : NatpFrt b Ftu, Fkm b Fmnq Ñ NatpFrs b Fst b Ftu, Fkl b Flm b Fmnq,
p∆ˆls b idqpxqX,Y,Z “
´
π
pklmq
X,Y b idFmnpZq
¯
˝ xXbY,Z ˝
´
ι
prstq
X,Y b idFtupZq
¯
.
By finite support, we then have that
ppf ¨ gq ¨ hqpxq “ pf b g b hqpp∆ˆls b idq∆ˆ
m
t pxqq
for all f P Ak lr s, g P A
l m
s t , h P A
m n
t u and x P NatpFru, Fknq. Similarly,
ppf ¨ gq ¨ hqpxq “ pf b g b hqppidb∆ˆmt q∆ˆ
l
spxqq.
The associativity then follows from the 2-cocycle condition for the ι- and π-maps.
By a similar argument, one sees that the (non-zero) units are given by 1
´
k
l
¯
P Ak kl l p1αq (for
α “ k1 “ l1) corresponding to 1 in the canonical identifications
Ak kl l pαq “ HomCpFllp1αq, Fkkp1αqq
˚ – HomCpC,Cq
˚ – C˚ – C.
Indeed, to prove for example the right unit property, we use that (essentially) π
pkllq
ua,1α
“ pidbµlq
and ι
pkllq
ua,1α
“ pidbµ´1l q, while
1
´
k
l
¯
pµk ˝ x1α ˝ µ
´1
l q “ x1α P C, x P NatpFll, Fkkq. 
Proposition 4.7. The partial algebra and coalgebra structures on A define a partial bialgebra
structure on A .
Proof. Let us check the properties in Definition 1.14. Properties (1) and (3) are left to the reader.
Property (4) was proven above. Property (2) follows from the fact that for k1 “ l1 “ s1 “ m1,
∆ˆlspidFkmq “ δls idFkl b idFlm .
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It remains to show the multiplicativity property (5). This is equivalent with proving that, for
each x P NatpFuw , Fkmq and y P NatpFrt, Fuwq (with all first or second indices in the same class
of I ), one has (pointwise) that (for l1 “ s1)
∆ˆlspx ˝ yq “
ÿ
v,v1“l1
∆ˆvspxq ˝ ∆ˆ
l
vpyq.
This follows from the fact that
ř
v π
puvwq
X,Y ι
puvwq
X,Y – idFuwpXbY q (where we again note that the left
hand side sum is in fact finite). 
Let us show now that the resulting partial bialgebra A has an invariant integral.
Definition 4.8. Define φ : Ak km m Ñ C as the functional which is zero on A
k k
m mpaq with a ‰ 1k1 ,
and the canonical identification Ak km mpk
1q – C on the unit component (for k1 “ m1).
Lemma 4.9. The functional φ is an invariant integral.
Proof. The normalisation condition φp1
´
k
k
¯
q “ 1 is immediate by construction. Let us check left
invariance, as right invariance will follow similarly.
Let φˆkl be the natural transformation from Fll to Fkk which has support on multiples of 1k1 , and
with pφˆkl q1k1 “ 1. Then for f P A
k k
l l , we have φpfq “ fpφˆ
k
l q. The left invariance of φ then follows
from the easy verification that for x P NatpFll, Fknq,
x ˝ φˆlm “ δk,n1
´
k
l
¯
pxqφˆkm. 
So far, we have constructed from C and F a partial bialgebra A with invariant integral φ. Let
us further impose for the rest of this section that C admits duality. We shall use the following
straightforward observation.
Lemma 4.10. For all k, l and X P Ck1,l1 , the maps
coevklX :“ π
pklkq
X,Xˆ
˝ FkkpcoevXq : CÑ FklpXq b FlkpXˆq,
evklX :“ FllpevXq ˝ ι
plklq
Xˆ,X
: FlkpXˆq b FklpXq Ñ C
define a duality between FklpXq and FlkpXˆq.
Proposition 4.11. The partial bialgebra A is a regular partial Hopf algebra.
Proof. For any x P NatpFmn, Fklq, let us define Sˆpxq P NatpFlk, Fnmq by
SˆpxqX “ pidbev
lk
Xq ˝ pidbxXˆ b idq ˝ pcoev
nm
X b idq.
Then the assigment Sˆ dualizes to maps S : Ak lm n Ñ A
n m
l k by Spfqpxq “ fpSˆpxqq. We claim that
S is an antipode for A .
Let us check for example the formulaÿ
r
f
p1q
ˆ
k l
n r
˙Spf
p2q
ˆ
n r
m l
˙q “ δk,mǫpfq1´kn¯
for f P Ak lm l. The other antipode identity follows similarly.
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By duality, this is equivalent to the pointwise identity of natural transformationsÿ
r
Mˆnr pidbSˆq∆ˆ
l
rpxq “ δk,m1
´
k
n
¯
pxq idFkl , x P NatpFnn, Fkmq
where Mˆnr and pidbSˆq are dual to ∆nr and idbS, respectively.
Let us fix X P Ck1l1 . Then for any x P NatpFnr, Fklq, y P NatpFrn, Flmq, we have´
Mˆnr pidbSˆqpxb yq
¯
X
“
`
idbevmlX
˘`
xX b yXˆ b id
˘`
coevnrX b id
˘
.
For any x P NatpFnn, Fkmq, we therefore have´
Mˆnr pidbSˆq∆ˆ
l
rpxq
¯
X
“
`
idbevmlX
˘`
π
pklmq
X,Xˆ
xXbXˆ ι
pnrmq
X,Xˆ
b id
˘`
coevnrX b id
˘
.
We sum over r, use naturality of x, and obtainÿ
r
´
Mˆnr pidbSˆq∆ˆ
l
rpxq
¯
X
“
`
idbevmlX
˘`
π
pklmq
X,Xˆ
xXbXˆFnnpcoevXq b id
˘
“ δk,m1
´
k
n
¯
pxq
`
idbevmlX
˘`
π
pmlmq
X,Xˆ
FmmpcoevXq b id
˘
“ δk,m1
´
k
n
¯
pxq
`
idbevmlX
˘`
coevmlX b id
˘
“ δk,m1
´
k
n
¯
pxq id .
Similarly, one shows that A with the opposite multiplication has an antipode, using right duality.
It follows that A is a regular partial Hopf algebra. 
Assume now that C is a partial fusion C˚-category, and F a φ-morphism from C to tHilbfduIˆI .
Let us show that A , as constructed above, becomes a partial Hopf ˚-algebra with positive
invariant integral.
Definition 4.12. We define ˚ : Ak lm n Ñ A
l k
n m by the formula
f˚pxq “ fpSˆpxq˚q, x P NatpFnm, Flkq.
Lemma 4.13. The operation ˚ is an anti-linear, anti-multiplicative, comultiplicative involution.
Proof. Anti-linearity is clear. Comultiplicativity follows from the fact that pxyq˚ “ y˚x˚ and
Sˆpxyq “ SˆpyqSˆpxq for natural transformations. To see anti-multiplicativity of ˚, note first that,
since S is anti-multiplicative for A , we have Sˆ anti-comultiplicative on natural transformations.
Now as pι
pklmq
X,Y q
˚ “ π
pklmq
X,Y by assumption, we also have ∆ˆ
l
spxq
˚ “ ∆ˆsl px
˚q, which proves anti-
multiplicativity of ˚ on A . Finally, involutivity follows from the involutivity of x ÞÑ Sˆpxq˚, which
is a consequence of the fact that one can choose evkl
X¯
“ pcoevlkXq
˚ and coevkl
X¯
“ pevlkXq
˚. 
Proposition 4.14. The couple pA ,∆q with the above ˚-structure defines a partial compact
quantum group.
Proof. The only thing which is left to prove is that our invariant integral φ is a positive functional.
Now it is easily seen from the definition of φ that the Ak lm npaq are all mutually orthogonal. Hence
it suffices to prove that the sesquilinear inner product
xf |gy “ φpf˚gq
on Ak lm npaq is positive-definite.
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Let us write f¯pxq “ fpx˚q. Let again φˆkm be the natural transformation from Fmm to Fkk which
is the identity on 1k1 and zero on other irreducible objects. Then by definition,
φpf˚gq “ pf¯ b gqppSˆ b idq∆ˆkmpφˆ
l
nqq.
Assume that fpxq “ xv1|xavy and gpxq “ xw
1|xawy for v, w P Fmnpuaq and v
1, w1 P Fklpuaq. Then
fpxq “ xv|xav
1y and using the expression for Sˆ as in Proposition 4.11, we find that
φpf˚gq “ xv b w1|pevkla q23p∆ˆ
k
mpφˆ
l
nqa¯,aq24pcoev
mn
a q12pv
1 b wqy.
However, up to a positive non-zero scalar, which we may assume to be 1 by proper rescaling, we
have
∆ˆkmpφˆ
l
nqa¯,a “ pev
kl
a q
˚pevkla q.
Hence
φpf˚gq “ xv b w1|pevkla q23ppev
kl
a q
˚pevkla qq24pcoev
mn
a q12pv
1 b wqy
“ xv b w1|pevkla q23pev
kl
a q
˚
24pw b v
1qy
“ xv|wypevkla |v
1y2qpev
kl
a |w
1y2q
˚,
where evkla |zy2 denotes the map y ÞÑ ev
kl
a py b zq. If v “ w and v
1 “ w1, the expression above
clearly becomes positive. 
Let us say that an I-partial compact quantum group with hyperobject set I and corresponding
partition function φ : I Ñ PpIq is based over φ.
Theorem 4.15. The assigment A Ñ pCorepupA q, F q is (up to isomorphism/equivalence) a
one-to-one correspondence between partial compact quantum groups based over ϕ : I ։ I and
I -partial fusion C˚-categories C with unital morphism F to tHilbfduIˆI based over ϕ.
Proof. Fix first A , and let B be the partial Hopf ˚-algebra constructed from CorepupA q with
its natural forgetful functor. Then we have a map B Ñ A by
Bk lm npaq “ Homp V
paq
m n , V
paq
k l q
˚ Ñ Ak lm npaq : f ÞÑ pidbfqpXaq,
where the pV paq,Xaq run over all irreducible unitary corepresentations of A . By Corollary 3.36,
this map is bijective. From the definition of B, it is easy to check that this map is a morphism
of partial Hopf ˚-algebras.
Conversely, let C be an I -partial fusion C˚-category with unital morphism F to tHilbfduIˆI
based over ϕ. Let A be the associated partial Hopf ˚-algebra. For each irreducible ua P C , let
V paq “ F puaq, and
pXaq
k l
m n “
ÿ
i
e˚i b ei,
where ei is a basis of HomCpFmnpuaq, Fklpuaqq and e
˚
i a dual basis. Then from the definition
of A it easily follows that Xa is a unitary corepresentation for A . Clearly, Xa is irreducible.
As the matrix coefficients of the Xa span A , it follows that the Xa form a maximal class of
non-isomorphic unitary corepresentations of A . Hence we can make a unique equivalence
C Ñ CorepupA q, u ÞÑ pF puq,Xuq
such that ua Ñ Xa. From the definitions of the coproduct and product in A , it is readily
verified that the natural morphisms ι
pklmq
u,v : FklpuqbFlmpvq Ñ Fkmpubvq turn it into a monoidal
equivalence. 
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5. Examples
5.1. Hayashi’s canonical partial compact quantum groups. The following generalizes
Hayashi’s original construction.
Example 5.1. Let C be an I -partial fusion C˚-category. Let I label a distinguished maximal
set tuku of mutually non-isomorphic irreducible objects of C, with associated bigrading Iα β over
I . Define
FklpXq “ Hompuk, X b ulq, X P Cαβ, k P Iα γ , l P Iβ γ .
Then each FklpXq is a Hilbert space by the inner product xf, gy “ f
˚g. Put FklpXq “ 0 for k, l
outside their proper domains. Then clearly the application pk, lq ÞÑ FklpXq is rcf. Moreover, we
have isometric compatibility morphisms
FklpXq b FlmpY q Ñ FkmpX b Y q, f b g ÞÑ pidbgqf,
while Fklp1αq – δklC for k, l P Iα α.
It is readily verified that F defines a unital morphism from C to tHilbfduIˆI based over the
partition
Iα “
ď
β
Iα β , α P I .
From the Tannaka-Kre˘ın-Woronowicz reconstruction result, we obtain a partial compact quan-
tum group AC with object set I, which we call the canonical partial compact quantum group
associated with C .
Example 5.2. More generally, let C be an I -partial fusion C˚-category, and let D be a semi-
simple partial C -module C˚-category based over a set J and function φ : J Ñ I , k ÞÑ k1.
That is, D consists of a collection of semi-simple C˚-categories Dk with k P J , together with
tensor products b : Ck1l1 ˆDl Ñ Dk satisfying the appropriate associativity and unit constraints.
Then if I labels a distinguished maximal set tuau of mutually non-isomorphic irreducible objects
of D, with associated grading Ik over J , we can again define
FabpXq “ Hompua, X b ubq, X P Ck1l1 , a P Ik, b P Il,
and we obtain a unital morphism from C to tHilbfduIˆI. The associated partial compact quan-
tum group AC will be called the canonical partial compact quantum group associated with pC ,Dq.
The previous construction coincides with the special case C “ D with J “ I ˆI and φ pro-
jection to the first factor.
Example 5.3. As a particular instance, let G be a compact quantum group, and consider
an ergodic action of G on a unital C˚-algebra CpXq. Then the collection of finitely generated
G-equivariant CpXq-Hilbert modules forms a module C˚-category over RepupGq, cf. [11].
5.2. Morita equivalence.
Definition 5.4. Two partial compact quantum groups G and H are said to beMorita equivalent
if there exists an equivalence RepupG q Ñ RepupH q of partial fusion C
˚-categories.
In particular, if G and H are Morita equivalent they have the same hyperobject set, but they
need not share the same object set.
Our goal is to give a concrete implementation of Morita equivalence, as has been done for compact
quantum groups [3]. Note that we slightly changed their terminology of monoidal equivalence
into Morita equivalence, as we feel the monoidality is intrinsic to the context. We introduce the
following definition, in which indices are considered modulo 2.
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Definition 5.5. A linking partial compact quantum group consists of a partial compact quantum
group G defined by a partial Hopf ˚-algebra A over a set I with a distinguished partition
I “ I1 \ I2 such that the units 1
´
i
j
¯
“
ř
kPIi,lPIj
1
´
k
l
¯
P MpAq are central, and such that for
each r P Ii, there exists s P Ii`1 such that 1
´
r
s
¯
‰ 0.
If A defines a linking partial compact quantum group, we can split A into four components
Aij “ A1
´
i
j
¯
. It is readily verified that the Aii together with all ∆rs with r, s P Ii define
themselves partial compact quantum groups, which we call the corner partial compact quantum
groups of A .
Proposition 5.6. Two partial compact quantum groups are Morita equivalent iff they arise as
the corners of a linking partial compact quantum group.
Proof. Suppose first that G1 and G2 are Morita equivalent partial compact quantum groups with
associated partial Hopf ˚-algebras A1 and A2 over respective sets I1 and I2. Then we may
identify their corepresentation categories with the same abstract partial tensor C˚-category C
based over their common hyperobject set I . Then C comes endowed with two forgetful functors
F piq to tHilbfduIiˆIi corresponding to the respective Ai.
With I “ I1 \ I2, we may then as well combine the F
piq into a global unital morphism
F : C Ñ tHilbfduIˆI , with FklpXq “ F
piq
kl pXq if k, l P Ii and FklpXq “ 0 otherwise. Let
A be the associated partial Hopf ˚-algebra constructed from the Tannaka-Kre˘ın-Woronowicz
reconstruction procedure.
From the precise form of this reconstruction, it follows immediately that Ak lm n “ 0 if either k, l
or m,n do not lie in the same Ii. Hence the 1
´
i
j
¯
“
ř
kPIi,lPIj
1
´
k
l
¯
are central.
Moreover, fix k P Ii and any l P Ii`1 with k
1 “ l1. Then NatpFll, Fkkq ‰ t0u. It follows that
1
´
k
l
¯
‰ 0. Hence A is a linking compact quantum group. It is clear that A1 and A2 are the
corners of A .
Conversely, suppose that A1 and A2 arise from the corners of a linking partial compact quantum
group defined by A with invariant integral φ. We will show that the associated partial compact
quantum groups G and G1 are Morita equivalent. Then by symmetry G and G2 are Morita
equivalent, and hence also G1 and G2.
For pV,X q P CorepupA q, let F pV,X q “ pW,Y q be the pair obtained from pV,X q by restricting
all indices to those contained in I1. It is immediate that pW,Y q is a unitary corepresentation of
A1, and that the functor F becomes a unital morphism in a trivial way. What remains to show
is that F is an equivalence of categories, i.e. that F is faithful and essentially surjective.
Let us first show that F is faithful. Lemma 3.12 implies that for every pV,X q P CorepupA q, we
have Vk l “ 0 whenever k P Ii and l P Ii`1. If T is a morphism in CorepupA qαβ and Tk l “ 0
for all k, l P I1, we therefore get Tk l “ 0 for all k P I and l P I1. Since Iβ X I1 is non-empty by
assumption, we can apply Lemma 3.26 and conclude that T “ 0.
To complete the proof, we only need to show that F induces a bijection between isomorphism
classes of irreducible unitary corepresentations of A and ofA1. Note that by Proposition 3.27 and
Lemma 3.29, each such class can be represented by a restriction of the regular corepresentation
of A or A1, respectively.
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So, let pW,Y q be an irreducible restriction of the regular corepresentation of A1. Pick a non-zero
a P Wm n, define Vp q Ď
À
k,l A
k l
p q as in (3.14) and form the regular corepresentation pV,X q of
A . Then Vp q “ Wp q for all p, q P I1 by Lemma 3.30 (2) and hence F pV,X q “ pW,Y q. Since F
is faithful, pV,X q must be irreducible.
Conversely, let pV,X q be an irreducible restriction of the regular corepresentation of A. Since
F is faithful, there exist k, l P I1 such that Vk l ‰ 0. Applying Corollary 3.37, we may assume
that Vp q Ď A
k l
p q for some k, l P I1 and all p, q P I. But then F pV,X q is a restriction of
the regular corepresentation of A1. If F pV,X q would decompose into a direct sum of several
irreducible corepresentations, then the same would be true for pV,X q by the argument above.
Thus, F pV,X q is irreducible.
Finally, assume that pV,X q and pW,Y q are inequivalent irreducible unitary corepresentations
of A. Then CpV,X qXCpW,Y q “ 0 by Corollary 3.46 and hence CpF pV,X qqXCpF pW,Y qq “ 0,
whence F pV,X q and F pW,Y q are inequivalent. 
Example 5.7. If G1 and G2 are Morita equivalent compact quantum groups, the total partial
compact quantum group is the co-groupoid constructed in [2].
Example 5.8. Let G be a compact quantum group with ergodic action on a unital C˚-algebra
CpXq. Consider the module C˚-category D of finitely generated G-equivariant Hilbert CpXq-
modules as in Example 5.3. Then G is Morita equivalent with the canonical partial compact
quantum group constructed from pRepupGq,Dq. The off-diagonal part of the associated linking
partial compact quantum group was studied in [11]. We will make a detailed study of the case
G “ SUqp2q in [9], in particular for X a Podles´ sphere. This will lead us to partial compact
quantum group versions of the dynamical quantum SUp2q-group.
5.3. Weak Morita equivalence.
Definition 5.9. A linking partial fusion C˚-category consists of a partial fusion C˚-category
with a distinguished partition I “ I1 YI2 such that for each α P I1, there exists β P I2 with
Cαβ ‰ t0u.
The corners of C are the restrictions of C to I1 and I2.
The following notion is essentially the same as the one by M. Mu¨ger [26].
Definition 5.10. Two partial semi-simple tensor C˚-categories C1 and C2 with duality over
respective sets I1 and I2 are called Morita equivalent if there exists a linking partial fusion
C˚-category C over the set I “ I1 \I2 whose corners are isomorphic to C1 and C2.
We say two partial compact quantum groups G1 and G2 are weakly Morita equivalent if their
representation categories RepupGiq are Morita equivalent.
One can prove that this is indeed an equivalence relation.
Definition 5.11. A co-linking partial compact quantum group consists of a partial compact
quantum group G defined by a Hopf ˚-algebra A over an index set I, together with a distin-
guished partition I “ I1 Y I2 such that 1
´
k
l
¯
“ 0 whenever k P Ii and l P Ii`1, and such that for
each k P Ii, there exists l P Ii`1 with A
k l
k l ‰ 0.
It is again easy to see that if we restrict all indices of a co-linking partial compact quantum
group to one of the distinguished sets, we obtain a partial compact quantum group which we
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will call a corner. In fact, write ei “
ř
k,lPIi
1
´
k
l
¯
. Then we can decompose the total algebra A
into components Aij “ eiAej , and correspondingly write A in matrix notation
A “
ˆ
A11 A12
A21 A22
˙
,
where multiplication is matrixwise and where comultiplication is entrywise. Note that we have
A12A21 “ A11, and similarly A21A12 “ A22. Indeed, take k P I1, and pick l P I2 with A
k l
k l ‰ t0u.
Then in particular, we can find an a P Ak lk l with ǫpaq ‰ 0. Hence for any m P I1, we have
1
´
k
m
¯
“ 1
´
k
m
¯
ap1qSpap2qq P A12A21. As this latter space contains all local units of A11 and is a
right A11-module, it follows that it is in fact equal to A11. We hence deduce that in fact A11
and A22 are Morita equivalent algebras, with the Morita equivalence implemented by A.
Remark 5.12. For finite partial compact quantum groups, one can then easily show that the
notion of a co-linking partial compact quantum group is dual to the notion of a linking partial
compact quantum group.
Definition 5.13. We call two partial compact quantum groups co-Morita equivalent if there
exists a co-linking partial compact quantum group having these partial compact quantum groups
as its corners.
Lemma 5.14. Co-Morita equivalence is an equivalence relation.
Proof. Symmetry is clear. Co-Morita equivalence of A with itself follows by considering as co-
linking quantum groupoid the product of A with the partial compact quantum group M2pCq,
where ∆peijq “ eij b eij , arising from a groupoid as in Example ??.
Let us show the main elements to prove transitivity. Let us assume G1 and G2 as well as G2
and G3 are co-Morita equivalent. Let us write the global ˚-algebras of the associated co-linking
quantum groupoids as
At1,2u “
ˆ
A11 A12
A21 A22
˙
, At2,3u “
ˆ
A22 A23
A32 A33
˙
.
Then we can define a new ˚-algebra At1,2,3u as
At1,2,3u “
¨˝
A11 A12 A13
A21 A22 A23
A31 A32 A33
‚˛,
where A13 “ A12 b
A22
A23 and A31 “ A32 b
A22
A21, and with multiplication and
˚-structure defined
in the obvous way.
It is straightforward to verify that there exists a unique ˚-homomorphism ∆ : At1,2,3u Ñ
MpAt1,2,3u b At1,2,3uq whose restrictions to the Aij with |i ´ j| ď 1 coincide with the already
defined coproducts. We leave it to the reader to verify that pA,∆q defines a regular weak multi-
plier Hopf ˚-algebra satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1.23, and hence arises from a regular
partial weak Hopf ˚-algebra.
Let now φ be the functional which is zero on the off-diagonal entries Aij and coincides with the
invariant positive integrals on the Aii. Then it is also easily checked that φ is invariant. To show
that φ is positive, we invoke Remark 3.48. Indeed, any irreducible corepresentation of At1,2,3u
has coefficients in a single Aij . For those i, j with |i´ j| ď 1, we know that the corepresentation
is unitarizable by restricting to a corner 2ˆ 2-block. If however the corepresentation X has co-
efficients living in (say) A13, it follows from the identity A12A23 “ A13 that the corepresentation
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is a direct summand of a product Y lTZ of corepresentations with coefficients in respectively
A12 and A23. This proves unitarizability of X . It follows from Remark 3.48 that φ is positive,
and hence At1,2,3u defines a partial compact quantum group.
We claim that the subspaceAt1,3u (in the obvious notation) defines a co-linking compact quantum
group between G1 and G3. In fact, it is clear that the A11 and A33 are corners of At1,3u, and
that 1
´
k
l
¯
“ 0 for k, l not both in I1 and I3. To finish the proof, it is sufficient to show now
that for each k P I1, there exists l P I3 with A
k l
k l ‰ 0, as the other case follows by symmetry
using the antipode. But there exists m P I2 with A
k m
k m ‰ t0u, and l P I3 with A
m l
m l ‰ t0u. As in
the discussion following Definition 5.11, this implies that there exists a P Ak mk m and b P A
m l
m l with
ǫpaq “ ǫpbq “ 1. Hence ǫpabq “ 1, showing Ak lk l ‰ t0u. 
Proposition 5.15. Assume that two partial compact quantum groups G1 and G2 are co-Morita
equivalent. Then they are weakly Morita equivalent.
Proof. Consider the corepresentation category C of a co-linking partial compact quantum group
A over I “ I1Y I2. Let ϕ : I Ñ I define the corresponding partition along the hyperobject set.
Then by the defining property of a co-linking partial compact quantum group, also I “ I1YI2
with Ii “ ϕpIiq is a partition. Hence C decomposes into parts Cij with i, j P t1, 2u and
Cii – RepupGiq.
To show that G1 and G2 are weakly Morita equivalent, it thus suffices to show that tCiju forms
a linking partial fusion C˚-category. But fix α P I1 and k P Iα. Then as A is co-linking, there
exists l P I2 with A
k l
k l ‰ t0u. Hence there exists a non-zero regular unitary corepresentation
inside ‘m,n A
k l
m n. If then l P Iβ with β P I2, it follows that Cαβ ‰ 0. By symmetry, we also have
that for each α P I2 there exists β P I1 with Cαβ ‰ t0u. This proves that the tCiju forms a
linking partial fusion C˚-category. 
Proposition 5.16. Let C be a linking I -partial fusion C˚-category. Then the associated canon-
ical partial compact quantum group is a co-linking partial compact quantum group.
Proof. Let I “ I1 Y I2 be the associated partition of I . Let A “ AC define the canonical
partial compact quantum group with object set I and hyperobject partition ϕ : I Ñ I . Let
I “ I1 Y I2 with Ii “ ϕ
´1pIiq be the corresponding decomposition of I. By construction,
1
´
k
l
¯
“ 0 if k and l are not both in I1 or I2.
Fix now k P Iα for some α P Ii. Pick β P Ii`1 with Cαβ ‰ t0u, and let pV,X q be a non-zero
irreducible corepresentation inside Cαβ . Then by irreducibility, we know that ‘l Vk l ‰ t0u, hence
there exists l P Iβ with Vk l ‰ t0u. As pǫb idq X
k l
k l “ id Vk l
, it follows that Ak lk l ‰ 0. This proves
that A defines a co-linking partial compact quantum group. 
Remark 5.17. Note however that the corners of the canonical partial compact quantum group
associated to linking I -partial fusion C˚-category are not the canonical partial compact quan-
tum groups associated to the corners of the linking I -partial fusion C˚-category. Rather, they
are Morita equivalent copies of these.
Theorem 5.18. Two partial compact quantum groups G1 and G2 are weakly Morita equivalent
if and only if they are connected by a string of Morita and co-Morita equivalences.
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Proof. Clearly if two partial compact quantum groups are Morita equivalent, they are weakly
Morita equivalent. By Proposition 5.15, the same is true for co-Morita equivalence. This proves
one direction of the theorem.
Conversely, assume G1 and G2 are weakly Morita equivalent. Let C be a linking fusion C˚-
category between RepupG1q and RepupG2q. Then Gi are Morita equivalent with the corners of
the canonical partial compact quantum group associated to C . But Proposition 5.16 shows that
these corners are co-Morita equivalent. 
Remark 5.19. (1) Note that it is essential that we allow the string of equivalences to pass
through partial compact quantum groups, even if we start out with (genuine) compact
quantum groups.
(2) One can show that if G is a finite partial compact quantum group, then G is weakly
Morita equivalent with its dual pG (defined by the dual weak Hopf ˚-algebra). In fact, if
G is the canonical partial compact quantum group associated to a finite partial fusion
C˚-category, then G is isomorphic to the co-opposite of its dual, e.g. the case of dynamical
quantum SUp2q at roots of unity. In any case, it follows that two finite quantum groups
H and G are weakly Morita equivalent if and only if they can be connected by a string
of 2-cocycle-elements and 2-cocycle functionals.
6. Partial compact quantum groups from reciprocal random walks
In this section, we study in more detail the construction from Section 5.1 in case the category C
is the Temperley-Lieb C˚-category.
6.1. Reciprocal random walks. We recall some notions introduced in [11]. We slightly change
the terminology for the sake of convenience.
Definition 6.1. Let t P R0. A t-reciprocal random walk consists of a quadruple pΓ, w, sgn, iq
with
‚ Γ “ pΓp0q,Γp1q, s, tq a graph with source and target maps
s, t : Γp1q Ñ Γp0q,
‚ w a function (the weight function) w : Γp1q Ñ R`0 ,
‚ sgn a function (the sign function) sgn : Γp1q Ñ t˘1u,
‚ i an involution
i : Γp1q Ñ Γp1q, e ÞÑ e
with spe¯q “ tpeq for all edges e,
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) (weight reciprocality) wpeqwpe¯q “ 1 for all edges e,
(2) (sign reciprocality) sgnpeq sgnpe¯q “ sgnptq for all edges e,
(3) (random walk property) ppeq “ 1|t|wpeq satisfies
ř
speq“v ppeq “ 1 for all v P Γ
p0q.
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Note that, by [11, Proposition 3.1], there is a uniform bound on the number of edges leaving
from any given vertex v, i.e. Γ has a finite degree.
For examples of t-reciprocal random walks, we refer to [11]. One particular example (which will
be needed for our construction of dynamical quantum SUp2q) is the following.
Example 6.2. Take 0 ă |q| ă 1 and x P R. Write 2q “ q ` q
´1. Then we have the reciprocal
´2q-random walk
Γx “ pΓx, w, sgn, iq
with
Γp0q “ Z, Γp1q “ tpk, lq | |k ´ l| “ 1u Ď Zˆ Z
with projection on the first (resp. second) leg as source (resp. target) map, with weight function
wpk, k ˘ 1q “
|q|x`k˘1 ` |q|´px`k˘1q
|q|x`k ` |q|´px`kq
,
sign function
sgnpk, k ` 1q “ 1, sgnpk, k ´ 1q “ ´ sgnpqq,
and involution pk, k ` 1q “ pk ` 1, kq.
By translation we can shift the value of x by an integer. By a point reflection and changing the
direction of the arrows, we can change x into ´x. It follows that by some (unoriented) graph
isomorphism, we can always arrange to have x P r0, 1
2
s.
6.2. Temperley-Lieb categories. Let now 0 ă |q| ď 1, and let SUqp2q be Woronowicz’s
twisted SUp2q group [47]. Then SUqp2q is a compact quantum group whose category of finite-
dimensional unitary representations ReppSUqp2qq is generated by the spin 1{2-representation
π1{2 on C
2. It has the same fusion rules as SUp2q, and conversely any compact quantum group
with the fusion rules of SUp2q has its representation category equivalent to ReppSUqp2qq as a
tensor C˚-category. Abstractly, these tensor C˚-categories are referred to as the Temperley-Lieb
C˚-categories.
Let now Γ “ pΓ, w, sgn, iq be a ´2q-reciprocal random walk. Define H
Γ as the Γp0q-bigraded
Hilbert space l2pΓp1qq, where the Γp0q-bigrading is given by
δe P H
Γ
speq tpeq
for the obvious Dirac functions. Note that, because Γ has finite degree, HΓ is row- and column
finite-dimensional (rcfd), i.e. ‘vPΓp0q H
Γ
v w (resp. ‘wPΓp0q H
Γ
v w) is finite-dimensional for all w
(resp. all v).
Consider now RΓ as the (bounded) map
RΓ : l
2pΓp0qq Ñ HΓ b
Γp0q
HΓ
given by
RΓδv “
ÿ
e,speq“v
sgnpeq
a
wpeqδe b δe¯.
Then R˚ΓRΓ “ |q| ` |q|
´1 and
pR˚Γ b
Γp0q
idHΓqpidHΓ b
Γp0q
RΓq “ ´ sgnpqq id .
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Hence, by the universal property of ReppSUqp2qq ([11, Theorem 1.4], based on [42, 13, 49, 33, 34]),
we have a strongly monoidal ˚-functor
(6.1) FΓ : ReppSUqp2qq Ñ
Γp0qHilbΓ
p0q
rcfd
into the tensor C˚-category of rcfd Γp0q-bigraded Hilbert spaces such that FΓpπ1{2q “ HΓ and
FΓpRq “ RΓ, with
pπ1{2,R,´ sgnpqqRq
a solution for the conjugate equations for π1{2. Up to equivalence, FΓ only depends upon the
isomorphism class of pΓ, wq, and is independent of the chosen involution or sign structure. Con-
versely, any strong monoidal ˚-functor from ReppSUqp2qq into Hilb
I I
rcfd for some set I arises in
this way [10].
6.3. Universal orthogonal partial compact quantum groups. It follows from the previous
subsection and the Tannaka-Kre˘ın-Woronowicz in Theorem 4.15 that for each reciprocal random
walk on a graph Γ, one obtains a Γp0q-partial compact quantum group G , and conversely every
partial compact quantum group G with the fusion rules of SUp2q arises in this way. Our first
aim is to give a direct representation of the associated algebras ApΓq “ P pG q by generators and
relations. We will write Γvw Ď Γ
p1q for the set of edges with source v and target w.
Theorem 6.3. Let 0 ă |q| ď 1, and let Γ “ pΓ, w, sgn, iq be a ´2q-reciprocal random walk.
Let ApΓq be the total ˚-algebra associated to the Γp0q-partial compact quantum group constructed
from the fiber functor FΓ as in (6.1). Then ApΓq is the universal
˚-algebra generated by a copy
of the ˚-algebra of finitely supported functions on Γp0q ˆ Γp0q (with the Dirac functions written
as 1
´
v
w
¯
) and elements pue,f qe,fPΓp1q where ue,f P ApΓq
speq tpeq
spfq tpfq andÿ
vPΓp0q
ÿ
gPΓvw
u˚g,eug,f “ δe,f1
´
w
tpeq
¯
, @w P Γp0q, e, f P Γp1q,(6.2)
ÿ
wPΓp0q
ÿ
gPΓvw
ue,gu
˚
f,g “ δe,f1
´
speq
v
¯
@v P Γp0q, e, f P Γp1q,(6.3)
u˚e,f “ sgnpeq sgnpfq
d
wpfq
wpeq
ue¯,f¯ , @e, f P Γ
p1q.(6.4)
If moreover v, w P Γp0q and e, f P Γp1q, we have
∆vwpue,f q “
ÿ
spgq“v
tpgq“w
ue,g b ug,f ,
εpue,fq “ δe,f
and
Spue,f q “ u
˚
f,e.
Note that the sums in (6.2) and (6.3) are in fact finite, as Γ has finite degree.
Proof. Let pH, V q be the generating unitary corepresentation of ApΓq on H “ l2pΓp1qq. Then V
decomposes into parts
Vk lm n “
ÿ
e,f
ve,f b ee,f P A
k l
m n bBp Hm n, Hk lq,
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where the ee,f are elementary matrix coefficients and with the sum over all e with speq “ k, tpeq “
l and all f with spfq “ m, tpfq “ n. By construction V defines a unitary corepresentation of
ApΓq, hence the relations (6.2) and (6.3) are satisfied for the ve,f . Now as RΓ is an intertwiner
between the trivial representation on CpΓ
p0qq “ ‘vPΓp0qC and V lT
Γp0q
V , we have for all v P Γp0q
that
(6.5)
ÿ
e,f,g,hPΓp1q
tpfq“sphq,tpeq“spgq
ve,fvg,h b ppee,f b eg,hq ˝RΓδvq “
ÿ
w
1
´
w
v
¯
bRΓδv,
hence ÿ
e,g,k
tpeq“spgq,spkq“v
sgnpkq
a
wpkq
`
ve,kvg,k¯ b δe b δg
˘
“
ÿ
w,k
spkq“w
sgnpkq
a
wpkq
´
1
´
w
v
¯
b δk b δk¯
¯
.
Hence if tpeq “ spgq “ z, we haveÿ
k,spkq“v
sgnpkq
a
wpkqve,kvg,k¯ “ δe,g¯ sgnpeq
a
wpeq1
´
speq
v
¯
.
Multiplying to the left with v˚e,l and summing over all e with tpeq “ z, we see from (6.2) that
also relation (6.4) is satisfied. Hence the ve,f satisfy the universal relations in the statement of
the theorem. The formulas for comultiplication, counit and antipode then follow immediately
from the fact that V is a unitary corepresentation.
Let us now a priori denote by BpΓq the ˚-algebra determined by the relations (6.2),(6.3) and
(6.4) above, and write BpΓq for the associated Γp0q ˆΓp0q-partial ˚-algebra induced by the local
units 1
´
v
w
¯
. Write ∆p1
´
v
w
¯
q “
ř
zPΓp0q 1
´
v
z
¯
b 1
´
z
w
¯
and
∆pue,f q “
ÿ
gPΓp1q
ue,g b ug,f ,
which makes sense in MpBpΓqbBpΓqq as the degree of Γ is finite. Then we compute for w P Γp0q
and e, f P Γp1q thatÿ
vPΓp0q
ÿ
gPΓvw
∆pug,eq
˚∆pug,f q “
ÿ
vPΓp0q
ÿ
gPΓvw
ÿ
h,kPΓp1q
u˚g,hug,k b u
˚
h,euk,f
“
ÿ
h,kPΓp1q
δh,k1
´
w
tphq
¯
b u˚h,euk,f
“
ÿ
zPΓp0q
ÿ
hPΓp1q
tphq“z
1
´
w
z
¯
b u˚h,euh,f
“ δe,f
ÿ
zPΓp0q
1
´
w
z
¯
b 1
´
z
tpeq
¯
“ δe,f∆p1
´
w
tpeq
¯
q.
Similarly, the analogue of (6.3) holds for ∆pue,f q. As also (6.4) holds trivially for ∆pue,f q, it
follows that we can define a ˚-algebra homomorphism
∆ : BpΓq ÑMpBpΓq bBpΓqq
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sending ue,f to ∆pue,f q and 1
´
v
w
¯
to ∆p1
´
v
w
¯
q. Cutting down, we obtain maps
∆vw : BpΓq
r s
t z Ñ BpΓq
r s
v w b BpΓq
v w
t z
which then satisfy the properties (1), (4) and (5) of Definition 1.14. Moreover, the ∆vw are
coassociative as they are coassociative on generators.
Let now ev,w be the matrix units for l
2pΓp0qq. Then one verifies again directly from the defining
relations of BpΓq that one can define a ˚-homomorphism
rε : BpΓq Ñ Bpl2pΓp0qqq, # 1´vw¯ ÞÑ δv,w ev,v
ue,f ÞÑ δe,f espeq,tpeq
We can hence define a map ε : BpΓq Ñ C such that
rεpxq “ εpxqev,w, @x P BpΓqv wv w,
and which is zero elsewhere. Clearly it satisfies the conditions (2) and (3) of Definition 1.14. As
ε satisfies the counit condition on generators, it follows by partial multiplicativity that it satisfies
the counit condition on the whole of BpΓq, i.e. BpΓq is a partial ˚-bialgebra.
It is clear now that the ue,f define a unitary corepresentation U of BpΓq on H
Γ. Moreover, from
(6.2) and (6.4) we can deduce that RΓ : CΓp0q Ñ H
Γ b
Γp0q
HΓ is a morphism from CpΓ
p0qq to U lT
Γp0q
U
in Coreprcfd,upBpΓqq, cf. (6.5). From the universal property of ReppSUqp2qq, it then follows that
we have a (unique and faithful) strongly monoidal ˚-functor
GΓ : ReppSUqp2qq Ñ Coreprcfd,upBpΓqq
such that GΓpπ1{2q “ U . On the other hand, as we have a ∆-preserving
˚-homomorphism
BpΓq Ñ ApΓq by the universal property of BpΓq, we have a strongly monoidal ˚-functor
HΓ : Coreprcfd,upBpΓqq Ñ CorepupA pΓqq “ ReppSUqp2qq which is inverse to G
Γ. Then
since the commutation relations of A pΓq are completely determined by the morphism spaces
of ReppSUqp2qq, it follows that we have a
˚-homomorphism A pΓq Ñ BpΓq sending ve,f to ue,f .
This proves the theorem. 
6.4. Dynamical quantum SUp2q from the Podles´ graph. Let us now fix a ´2q-reciprocal
random walk, and assume further that there exists a finite set T partitioning Γp1q “ YaΓ
p1q
a such
that for each a P T and v P Γp0q, there exists a unique eapvq P Γ
p1q
a with source v. Write av for
the range of eapvq. Assume moreover that T has an involution a ÞÑ a¯ such that eapvq “ ea¯pavq.
Then for each a, the map v ÞÑ av is a bijection on Γp0q with inverse v ÞÑ a¯v. In particular, also
for each w P Γp0q there exists a unique fwpaq P Γ
p1q
a with target w.
Let us further write wapvq “ wpeapvqq and sgnapvq “ sgnpeapvqq. Let ApΓq be the total
˚-algebra
of the associated partial compact quantum group. Using Theorem 6.3, we have the following
presentation of ApΓq. Let B be the ˚-algebra of finitely supported functions on Γp0qˆΓp0q, whose
Dirac functions we write as 1
´
v
w
¯
. Then ApΓq is generated by a copy of B and elements
pua,bqv,w :“ ueapvq,ebpvq P ApΓq
v av
w bw
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for a, b P T and v, w P Γp0q with defining relationsÿ
aPT
pua,bq
˚
a¯v,wpua,cqa¯v,z “ δw,zδb,c1
´
v
bw
¯
,ÿ
aPT
pub,aqw,vpuc,aq
˚
z,v “ δb,cδw,z1
´
w
v
¯
pua,bq
˚
v,w “
sgnbpwq
a
wbpwq
sgnapvq
a
wapvq
pua¯,b¯qav,bw .
Let us now consider MpApΓqq, the multiplier algebra of ApΓq. For a function f on Γp0q ˆ Γp0q,
write fpλ, ρq “
ř
v,w fpv, wq1
´
v
w
¯
P MpApΓqq. Similarly, for a function f on Γp0q we write
fpλq “
ř
v,w fpvq1
´
v
w
¯
and fpρq “
ř
v,w fpwq1
´
v
w
¯
. We then write for example fpaλ, ρq for the
element corresponding to the function pv, wq ÞÑ fpav, wq.
We can further form inMpApΓqq the elements ua,b “
ř
v,wpua,bqv,w. Then u “ pua,bq is a unitary
mˆm matrix for m “ #T . Moreover,
(6.6) u˚a,b “ ua¯,b¯
γbpρq
γapλq
,
where γapvq “ sgnapvq
a
wapvq. We then have the following commutation relations between
functions on Γp0q ˆ Γp0q and the entries of u:
(6.7) fpλ, ρqua,b “ ua,bfpa¯λ, b¯ρq,
where fpa¯λ, b¯ρq is given by pv, wq ÞÑ fpa¯v, b¯wq. The coproduct is given by ∆pua,bq “ ∆p1q
ř
cpua,cb
uc,bq. Note that the
˚-algebra generated by the ua,b is no longer a weak Hopf
˚-algebra when
Γp0q is infinite, but rather one can turn it into a Hopf algebroid.
Remark 6.4. The weak multiplier Hopf algebra ApΓq is related to the free orthogonal dynamical
quantum groups introduced in [41] as follows. Denote by G the free group generated by the
elements of T subject to the relation a¯ “ a´1 for all a P T . By assumption on Γ, the formula
pafqpvq :“ fpa¯vq defines a left action of G on FunpΓp0qq. Denote by C Ď FunpΓp0qq the unital
subalgebra generated by all γa and their inverses and translates under G, write the elements
of T Ď G as a tuple in the form ∇ “ pa1, a¯1, . . . , an, a¯nq, and define a ∇ ˆ ∇ matrix F with
values in C by Fa,b :“ δb,a¯γa. Then the free orthogonal dynamical quantum group A
C
o p∇, F, F q
introduced in [41] is the universal unital ˚-algebra generated by a copy of C bC and the entries
of a unitary ∇ˆ∇-matrix v “ pva,bq satisfying
va,bpf b gq “ paf b bgqva,b, paFa,a¯ b 1qv
˚
a¯,b¯
“ va,bp1b Fb,b¯q
for all f, g P C and a, b P ∇. The second equation can be rewritten in the form v˚
a¯,b¯
“ va,bpγ
´1
a b
γbq. Comparing with (6.6) and (6.7), we see that there exists a ˚-homomorphism
ACo p∇, F, F q ÑMpApΓqq,
#
f b g ÞÑ fpλqgpρq,
va,b ÞÑ ua¯,b¯.
The two quantum groupoids are related by an analogue of the unital base changes considered for
dynamical quantum groups in [41, Proposition 2.1.12]. Indeed, Theorem 6.3 shows that ApΓq is
the image of ACo p∇, F, F q under a non-unital base change from C to Funf pΓ
p0qq along the natural
map C ÑMpFunf pΓ
p0qqq.
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Example 6.5. As a particular example, consider the Podles´ graph of Example 6.2 at parameter
x P r0, 1
2
s. Then one can take T “ t`,´u with the non-trivial involution, and label the edges
pk, k ` 1q with ` and the edges pk ` 1, kq with ´. Let us write
F pkq “ |q|´1w`pkq “ |q|
´1 |q|
x`k`1 ` |q|´x´k´1
|q|x`k ` |q|´x´k
,
and further put
α “
F 1{2pρ´ 1q
F 1{2pλ´ 1q
u´´, β “
1
F 1{2pλ´ 1q
u´`.
Then the unitarity of puǫ,νqǫ,ν together with (6.6) and (6.7) are equivalent to the commutation
relations
(6.8) αβ “ qF pρ´ 1qβα αβ˚ “ qF pλqβ˚α
(6.9) αα˚ ` F pλqβ˚β “ 1, α˚α` q´2F pρ´ 1q´1β˚β “ 1,
F pρ´ 1q´1αα˚ ` ββ˚ “ F pλ´ 1q´1, F pλqα˚α` q´2ββ˚ “ F pρq,
(6.10) fpλqgpρqα “ αfpλ` 1qgpρ` 1q, fpλqgpρqβ “ βfpλ` 1qgpρ´ 1q.
These are precisely the commutation relations for the dynamical quantum SUp2q-group as in [25,
Definition 2.6], except that the precise value of F has been changed by a shift in the parameter
domain by a complex constant. The (total) coproduct on Ax also agrees with the one on the
dynamical quantum SUp2q-group, namely
∆pαq “ ∆p1qpα b α´ q´1β b β˚q,
∆pβq “ ∆p1qpβ b α˚ ` αb βq
where ∆p1q “
ř
kPZ ρk b λk.
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